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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: AUGUST 1997
Friday, September 5,1997

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in Room 1334,
Longworth House Office Building, the Honorable Jim Saxton, Chairman
of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Saxton, McCrery, Hinchey, Maloney, and
Ewing; Senator Sessions.

Staff Present: Christopher Frenze, Howard Rosen, Mary Hewitt,
Juanita Morgan, Robert Keleher, Brenda Janowiak, and Kerry Sutten.

OPENING STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. Well, I was waiting for precisely 9:30 to
begin the hearing, and, as you can hear, we have a vote, which occurs
precisely at 9:30. Let me just begin the hearing by welcoming Dr.
Abraham, Mr. Dalton and Mr. Rones again this month.

We are pleased to be here to continue to observe this business cycle
expansion, which began in the second quarter of 1991, and it continues
to produce economic and modest employment gains.

According to the household survey and the employment-population
ratio, an important measure of the economy's ability to create enough
new jobs remained at a historically high level. The unemployment rate
was little changed at 4.9 percent. The employment gain posted in the
payroll survey was affected, we believe dramatically, quite dramatically,
by the UPS strike. Overall, labor market conditions appear to be solid,
given the healthy pace of economic growth.

My main concern is continued stagnation of earnings for middle
class workers reflected in the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) data right
up through the last quarter. This measure of real median weekly earnings
has shown decline or stagnation for a number of years.
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The overall strength of the economy and the labor market produced
concerns about inflation among some economists. However, lower
unemployment has been associated with lower, not higher, inflation
during the last two business cycles. Market price indicators monitored
by the Joint Economic Committee (JEC) do not show solid evidence of
inflation. This lack of evidence of inflation validates recent Federal
Reserve policy and suggests that an increase in interest rates is not
appropriate in the near future.

[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record.]

Dr. Abraham, rather than to interrupt you in the middle of your
statement and testimony, we may as well break at this point, and I will
go vote and be back here as quickly as my legs will get me here.

Thank you.

Ms. Abraham. Thank you.

[Recess.]
Representative Saxton. Okay. Well, with that out of the way, we

have been joined by Mr. Hinchey and Mr. Sessions. They have agreed
that the most important thing we can do at this point, Commissioner, is
to move right to your testimony. So you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM,

COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS,
ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE

COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS;

AND PHILIP RONES, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT ANALYSIS

Ms. Abraham. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members of the
Committee. I appreciate the opportunity to be here to comment on the
employment and unemployment data that we have released this morning.

Nonfarm payroll employment edged up in August. The over-the-

month gain would have been larger but for the effect of the strike in the
transportation industry. The unemployment rate was essentially
unchanged in August at 4.9 percent.

The transportation strike involved 185,000 workers. The net impact
of the strike on employment, however, was smaller, perhaps about
155,000, after accounting for hiring elsewhere in the transportation
industry and at the Postal Service to help meet the demand for parcel
delivery.
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I might note that in the payroll survey, workers who are on strike for
the whole reference period are not counted as employed because they are
not being paid by their employers. So that is why we are getting the
impact on the payroll employment numbers.

Offsetting the transportation industry decline were employment
increases in a number of industries. Government employment rose for
the third month in a row, with the gains, again, concentrated in local
education.

As I have noted before, changes in school schedules make precise
seasonal judgment for local education problematic. In 1996, most of the
year's seasonally adjusted employment gains for local education were
recorded in the June-to-August period, and then you didn't see much the
rest of the year. And the same pattern seems to be emerging this year.
An increase in Federal employment reflected postal workers hired on a
temporary basis during the transportation strike. Excluding the Postal
Service, Federal employment continued to decline.

The finance industry continued to add workers. Indeed, uninter-
rupted growth in that industry over the last 26 months has netted nearly
200,000 new jobs, with the largest gains among mortgage bankers and
brokers and security and commodity brokers.

Services added only 32,000 jobs, following a much larger gain in
July. The average for the two months, July and August, was 94,000 per
month, about in line with the monthly average over the first half of the
year.

A job loss of 16,000 in help supply services was the fourth decline
in the last five months. Employment in both amusements and recreation
and private education declined following substantial employment
increases in recent months.

More than offsetting these losses were continued job gains in health
services, computer services, social services, and engineering and
management services. In addition, motion pictures recorded an unusually
large gain.

Job growth in retail trade slowed following two stronger months.
General merchandise stores and miscellaneous retail stores continued to
add jobs, but employment in eating and drinking places edged down,
following strong hiring in April to July. Employment in wholesale trade
rose moderately, following an unusually large gain in July.

In the goods-producing sector, manufacturing employment
advanced by 47,000, following a decline in July. The August gain
reflected the return of 10,000 strikers in the auto and steel industries. In
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several industries-fabricating metals, autos, rubber-August gains
reversed July declines.

Three other industries continued a strong, more consistent growth
pattern: Industrial machinery, which includes computers; electronic
components; and aircraft. On the other hand, there was an unusually
large decline in furniture and fixtures. And losses continued in food
products, apparel and textiles. Construction, employment increased for
the first time since May, as heavy construction and special trade
contractors added jobs.

Average hourly earnings of production of nonsupervisory workers
rose by five cents in August after increasing just one cent in July. Over
the year, hourly earnings rose by 3.6 percent. The average workweek
was up by two-tenths of an hour in August after having declined by a
tenth of an hour in July. Both the factory workweek and factory overtime
rose by a tenth of an hour.

Turning to data from the household survey, the unemployment rate
was about unchanged at 4.9 percent. It has remained between 4.8 and 5
percent since April.

Civilian employment also was little changed at 129.8 million. Since
the end of 1996, civilian employment has risen by about 1.7 million, after
making some judgments for new estimates of the size of the population
that we introduced in January.

In summary, the large transportation strike held the over-the-month
payroll employment gain to just 49,000. The unemployment rate was
little changed in August at 4.9 percent.

My colleagues and I, of course, would be happy to answer any
questions you might have.

[The prepared statement of Commissioner Abraham and accompanying
Press Release appear in the Submissions for the Record.]

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, thank you very much. We
are glad the news is good.

Commissioner, you mentioned the increase in the unemployment
rate from 4.8 to 4.9 percent. And if I heard you correctly, and, if I am
assuming to understand what you are saying correctly, when you put this
in the context of what has happened with unemployment over the last six
months or so, this doesn't seem like a significant increase, statistically
meaningful.

Ms. Abraham. No, the increase between July and August was not
statistically meaningful. You have to have an increase that is more like
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two-tenths of a percentage point before you can say that it really means
anything. I characterize it as about unchanged.

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, the payroll employment
increase this month was modest in comparison to the increase, the types
of increases that we have seen in the recent past. How much of this
softness do you believe is because special factors, particularly in the
transportation area related to the UPS strike?

Ms. Abraham. We have made an effort to try to assess what the
impact of the strike was. There were about 185,000 workers who were
out on strike. But that would be an overstatement of the impact of the
strike on employment, because while those workers were out on strike,
there was also some compensating hiring elsewhere, as other firms and
the Postal Service sought to pick up the slack.

So taking all that into account, our point estimate is 153,000. So
about 155,000 effect on employment due to the strike.

That doesn't take into account any effects on employment that might
have occurred because folks in other industries couldn't get supplies and
had to lay people off. It also doesn't take into account any hiring that
individual firms may have done directly to get people to move their
products. So it is a rough estimate, but about 155,000.

Representative Saxton. So would it be an oversimplification to
assume that, all other things being equal when the expansion continues,
that when we look at the numbers next month, we should expect to see
a rather large gain in the numbers?

Ms. Abraham. Well, I wouldn't want to predict what might happen
next month, but maybe to characterize the situation a little differently,
very roughly, and with the caveats that I have mentioned, if the strike had
not occurred, we might have been looking at employment growth in
August of somewhere in the vicinity of 190,000 to 200,000 rather than
the 49,000 that we actually observed.

Representative Saxton. You would rather characterize it in terms
of what would have happened this month if the strike had not occurred
rather than try to project?

Ms. Abraham. Since I, at this point, actually have some
information that lets me do some back-of-the-envelope calculations
anyway to get at that. But I would stress that is a rough estimate.

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Commissioner.
Obviously, the overall economic situation continues to be very

positive. There is one aspect that I have been concerned about over the
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past several years and that is the lack of earnings growth for workers in
the middle income range. What does this month's data say about this
issue?

Ms. Abraham. Well, what we have on a monthly basis, what we
had to report today in the way of information on earnings, is data on the

average hourly and the average weekly earnings of production and
nonsupervisory workers from the payroll survey.

Over the year, in nominal terms, average hourly earnings for
production or nonsupervisory workers were up by 3.6 percent. To get a
sense of what is happening to real earnings, one can compare that to what
is happening to the change in consumer prices.

We don't yet have consumer price information for August, but
looking back to the July data, we do seem to be seeing earnings growth
running a bit ahead of growth in consumer prices, so that we are seeing
some modest increases in real earnings for the production or
nonsupervisory group.

Representative Saxton. Well, let me ask the question in a slightly
different way. Between the second quarter of 1996, as compared to the
second quarter of 1997, did real median earnings increase, or were they
level and stagnant?

Ms. Abraham. You are, I believe, referring to the different infor-
mation that we publish on a little bit different schedule on the usual
median weekly earnings of workers from the household survey. Looking
at those data, between the second quarter of 1996 and the second quarter
of 1997, median weekly earnings for full-time wage and salary workers
were up by 2.7 percent compared with a gain in the Consumer Price
Index of 2.3 percent. So they also were up modestly in real terms.

Representative Saxton. Less than a percent in real terms?

Ms. Abraham. Yes, by about .3 percent.
Representative Saxton. Less than half a percent?

Ms. Abraham. Yes.
Representative Saxton. How does this compare with other periods

of expansion? Don't we find that wages historically have the tendency
to increase during periods of expansion?

Ms. Abraham. I am afraid we don't have here the whole time series
on these data, the real usual median weekly earnings. That is something
I could get for you.

As a general comment, I might note that for quite some time, most
of the various wage measures that we have, have been relatively stagnant
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in real terms. And that goes back to the mid- to late-70s. Over a quite
long period of time, we have not seen big increases in real earnings,
taking the Consumer Price Index as the right deflator for converting
nominal to real. But we could take a look at for you the history of this
particular series and-

Representative Saxton. I would certainly appreciate that.
It just seems to me that when things are going well, when the

employment numbers continue to show improvement, as they are
currently, that one might expect to see some increase in wages. And
whatever information you can help us with would certainly be helpful.
Perhaps you can find the dollar level of real median weekly earnings in
the second quarter of 1996 and the second quarter of 1997, just to give
us a little further insight into this issue.

Ms. Abraham. Phil can find that more quickly in the press release
than-

Mr. Rones. In current dollars, in 1996, it was 486. That was the
median for full-time wage and salary workers. And it rose to 499 in the
second quarter of 1997.

Representative Saxton. Can you help us adjust that for inflation?
Mr. Rones. In constant dollars, it is from 300 to 301.
Representative Saxton. Not much.
Mr. Rones. That is in 1982 dollars. So that is the small increase

that the Commissioner referred to.

Representative Saxton. Right.
Mr. Rones. It calculates out to about three-tenths of I percent on

a real basis.

Representative Saxton. I am just curious as to what is happening
in the economy relative to wages and whether this is a historic trend. I
don't believe it is. And whatever you can provide us in terms of
historical perspective on this issue would be most helpful.

Thank you.

Representative Saxton. Mr. Hinchey.

OPENING STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE MAURICE D. HINCHEY

Representative Hinchey. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
And welcome again, Commissioner.

Ms. Abraham. Hello.
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Representative Hinchey. Commissioner, as we all know, there was
an increase in the Federal minimum wage that took place on Labor Day,
increasing the minimum wage by 40 cents to $5.15 an hour. That
followed upon a previous increase last October of 50 cents an hour.

I am curious to know, if you can tell us, now that we have had 10
months of experience with that initial increase, what the impact in trends
in employment, unemployment and wages have been on those workers
in the economy most affected by the increase in the minimum wage. I
am thinking particularly of people in the service sector, some women,
teenagers and minorities. Can you give us an idea as to what the impact
has been?

Ms. Abraham. I know you had pulled together some information
on this.

Mr. Rones. The first thing that I would look at would be the
employment rates for teenagers. I know the Chairman likes to look at the
employment-population ratios, and we did that. We don't have any kind
of complete analysis of these specific effects of the changes in minimum
wage.

From where we stand, we really can't disentangle those effects from
other things going on in the labor market. But what we see with the
employment-population ratio is that, indeed, there was no decline in the
employment-population ratio of teenagers, the group most likely to be
affected by the change of the minimum wage over the past year. Indeed,
that is in slight contrast with the overall employment-population ratio,
which was up, I believe, six-tenths of a percentage point over the year.
So there doesn't appear to be much disemployment effect in the economy
as a whole for teenagers.

Then we looked at the average hourly earnings for retail trade and
services compared to the economy overall, and there you do see an
increase in the average wages above what you get overall. And you
would almost have to get that. Again, this is where the minimum wage
is concentrated.

We knew there were several million people who would get a raise
as a result of the change of the minimum wage that went into effect a
year ago. And so what we see is a raise of perhaps 4 percent or slightly
more in those industries and services and retail compared to the overall
increase, which was more like 3 percent.

So there was obviously some wage effect. There was no obvious
disemployment effect.
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Representative Hinchey. And you said that about a million people
were affected? I would just be curious to know how many people were
affected by the first increase and then by the second.

Mr. Rones. For the first increase, you have to look at the group of
people who were earning the old minimum wage and then add those
earning between the old minimum and the new. And there, it was in the
range of between three to four million people.

So as the new minimum wage comes into effect, we see fairly
slowly in our data the compliance and the correct reporting by the
households of the new minimum wage. And so it takes a while to see it
all in our data, but originally there were about three and a half million
hourly paid workers who we thought would be directly affected.

Representative Hinchey. Thank you.
There was an interesting study released earlier this week which

showed that about 30 percent of the American workforce are now
engaged in so-called nontraditional employment circumstances. Those
would be part-time, contractual, day labor, and self-employed. Are you
compiling any statistics in this particular area to see how the trends are
moving in this part of the economy? Is this part growing, growing by
how much, and in what particular sectors?

Ms. Abraham. This is something I personally have been interested
in for a long time. And we, back in February of 1995, conducted for the
first time a special survey to collect detailed information on so-called
contingent workers, by which I mean workers who say that they can't
count on their job lasting and also workers in some of these non-
traditional employment arrangements.

So we have, at this point, data for February of 1995. We repeated
the survey this February. So we will shortly, when we have gotten the
data and had a chance to analyze them, have the beginnings of infor-
mation that will let us look at the trend in all of these arrangements.

I might note that this group of people in nontraditional arrangements
is a very disparate group. Some of the people who have done research on
this have lumped together people who work part-time, people who work
for temporary help firms, people who are independent contractors, people
who are in on-call arrangements. And obviously, when you start taking
all of these different groups, it is a very disparate set of people, and I
think it is important to note that their circumstances are also likely to be
quite different.

Representative Hinchey. But you expect that you will be
compiling more comprehensive data in this area?
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Ms. Abraham. Do you have a date by which you think we will
have this report out?

Mr. Rones. I think by the end of the year we should have
preliminary data from the second contingent worker survey available.

Representative Hinchey. I noticed-if I may, Mr. Chairman, I
noticed that the Senate Appropriations Committee has recommended a
reduction in your budget request of some $7 million.

Senator Bingaman, I think, just last month, was asking some
questions about the trends in employment, people who are being
employed in circumstances where there are no or reduced health care
benefits and pensions, things of that nature. And I think that the
Chairman has also been interested in this particular area, as many of the
Members of the Committee have.

I just want to ask you this for the record, Commissioner. I can
probably anticipate the answer. But how will this reduction in your
funding, if it goes through, as proposed by the Senate Appropriations
Committee, affect your ability to compile the kind of information that
you just spoke of with regard to people in these nontraditional categories
as well as compiling information on people who are employed but whose
employment does not include what we have come to regard as traditional
benefits, such as pensions, health care, things of that nature?

Ms. Abraham. Maybe I could just note by way of background, in
terms of our budget, one of the things we collect information on,
obviously, is compensation. We have a whole data collection program
in that area. The emphasis in terms of our budget for collecting
information on compensation historically has really been collecting
information on pay by locality. That has been important for legal
reasons, because it feeds into the Federal pay-setting process.

The budget that we have received explicitly for the purpose of
collecting benefits information in particular has been relatively small
compared to the budget that we have received for collecting this local
area data.

We are taking some steps to integrate our compensation data
collection programs in part, because we thought that by doing that and
collecting the information in a different way, we could provide better
information on benefits. But that is not something that we have received,
given the-there has been growing interest in benefits, employer- provided
benefits. That is not something that, historically, we have received a lot
of funding for collecting.
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In terms of the impact of a reduction in our budget on that
information, we have had a large reduction in our budget back in fiscal
year 1996, and we were forced to think through at that time what our
priorities really were.

And I guess, as a general matter, our view has been that we are first
and foremost an agency with responsibility for collecting national
economic statistics and that, if push came to shove and we had to cut
back, that we would cut back on data for state scenarios before we would
cut back on national statistics, and we would cut back on things that were
more special purpose information before we would cut back on important
economic information.

So I think the kinds of things that we would probably look at cutting
back are on our things that are more analytic products rather than basic
data and also information on state scenarios rather than the national data.

One of the things that Senator Bingaman had been particularly
interested in was better data on a state-by-state basis on the portion of
workers who have health benefits and pension benefits. In the
environment where our budget was being reduced, it would be extremely
unlikely that that would be anything that we could look at moving to do.

Representative Saxton. Mr. McCrery.

OPENING STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE JIM MCCRERY

Representative McCrery. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Commissioner Abraham, I looked at the growth in the civilian labor

force from August of 1996 to August of 1997, and it is a little over two
million, seasonally adjusted.

Ms. Abraham. Right. I should note that that needs to be adjusted
down by about 300,000 because of some new controls on the estimates
that were introduced in January, but-

Representative McCrery. So we are looking at about two million
growth in the civilian labor force from August of 1996 to August of
1997.

Ms. Abraham. The growth over the period is-your figure was 2.3?

Representative McCrery. Well, I am saying now adjusted by what
you said, about two million.

Ms. Abraham. Yes.

Representative McCrery. Approximately two million.

Ms. Abraham. About 2.6 million.
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Representative McCrery. Can you give me some historical
perspective? Is that a normal rate of growth in the civilian labor force,
or is it higher or lower over a year's period from August to August?

Ms. Abraham. Let me just get the figures out here.

I am just looking back over the time series on the civilian labor
force, and that is a pretty healthy rate of growth over that period.

Representative McCrery. What about compared to, say, 1994 to
1995, 1995 to 1996? Do you have that handy?

Ms. Abraham. Yes, I do. Let me do this math in my head.
Between 1994 and 1995, the civilian labor force growth was only about
one million.

Representative McCrery. Yes.

Ms. Abraham. I am taking August-to-August numbers so we end
up at the right point. From 1995 to 1996, the growth was about 1.7
million. And then over the past year, it was, as we were saying, over two
million.

Representative McCrery. So for the last year and maybe the last
couple of years, we have experienced a pretty healthy rate of growth in
the civilian labor force.

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.

Representative McCrery. And yet unemployment has gone down
over that period; is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.

Representative McCrery. So the conclusion that I draw from that
data, and you correct me if I am wrong, but it seems that the economy is
producing enough jobs to accommodate the growth in the labor force. Is
that an appropriate conclusion?

Ms. Abraham. Yes, that seems right.

Representative McCrery. Obviously, we still have some unem-
ployment, but 4.9 ain't bad.

Ms. Abraham. Another figure that you might want to look at is just
what is happening to the share of the population that is employed, and
that has gone up over this period. So we are generating more than
enough employment to keep up with the natural growth, if you will, in
the size of the working age population.

Representative McCrery. So at least based on the data that we
have before us today, there is no evidence that welfare reform and people
going off the welfare rolls has caused any increase in unemployment.
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There is no indication that the economy is not able to produce jobs for
those folks going off the welfare rolls. Would that be-

Ms. Abraham. There is obviously a lot going on in the economy
that underlies these numbers, and I wouldn't want to try to draw any type
causal relationships between any one particular set of developments and
what we are seeing in the aggregate data.

Representative McCrery. But at least globally, there is no
indication that the economy is yet, at least at this time, unable to produce
enough jobs to accommodate whatever is happening in the civilian labor
force.

Ms. Abraham. Job growth over the recent past has been more than
adequate to accommodate the natural growth in the available labor force
related to the growth and the population.

Representative McCrery. Okay. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Mrs. Maloney.

OPENING STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE CAROLYN B. MALONEY

Representative Maloney. Thank you all.
May I have my opening statement entered for the record?
Representative Saxton. Yes.
Representative Maloney. The Senate Committee on Labor and

Human Resources is currently considering the Workforce Investment
Partnership Act. One of the provisions of the Act aims at improving
communication between the States and the Federal Government in the
collection and administration of labor market information. To what
extent does the Bureau currently engage in discussions with State
Employment Agencies?

Ms. Abraham. We more than engage in discussions with the State
Employment Agencies. We work quite intimately with the State
Employment Agencies.

Representative Maloney. Are these meetings or discussions on a
regular basis?

Ms. Abraham. We operate our data collection programs jointly
with the State Employment Security Agencies. Our monthly payroll
survey is done jointly with the States. They are actually out there
collecting data and feeding it in to us.

45-666 98 - 2
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Our local area unemployment estimates are actually produced for us
in the States. So in the labor market area, with the notable exception of
the Current Population Survey, which is the household survey that
produces the unemployment rate and is done for us by the Census
Bureau, all of our programs are operated jointly with the State
Employment Security Agencies, and that obviously involves a lot of
communication.

Representative Maloney. Do you have any ideas on ways to
improve the dialogue? Do you think it would be helpful if you had
regular monthly meetings, an advisory council with groups from the
State, not just bureaucrats and agencies, that you are talking to? Are
there ways that you can improve the dialogue, or do you think it is fine
the way it is?

Ms. Abraham. I think the dialogue is very good. We meet once a
year with-we have a big meeting to get together to talk about global
issues related to the data that we are producing. I count on the folks in
the States to have good ties with their State community, the users of the
data, and my sense is that they do.

Representative Maloney. Is a meeting once a year adequate?

Ms. Abraham. Once a year we have a global meeting to talk about
the big picture, and then, in each of the program areas, there would be
other meetings held regularly over the course of the year. So because we
are doing this work jointly, we have to be working closely with these
folks.

Representative Maloney. What do you think about having your
Bureau report annually on its efforts in working with States to improve
labor market information? There is no room for improvement, you don't
think?

Ms. Abraham. It certainly couldn't hurt.

Representative Maloney. It seems that in many urban areas-and
I represent an urban area, New York City-the level of employment has
been running at twice the national average. Unemployment in New York
City is now, what, 8 percent? What are your numbers showing for New
York City?

Ms. Abraham. That sounds right. But let me see if I have the most
current-

Ms. Maloney. And is it not true-

Ms. Abraham. It was 8.8 for calendar year 1996.
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Representative Maloney. So 8.8 percent. And is it not true that in
most of the urban areas it is roughly at twice the national average? Is that
correct?

Ms. Abraham. I have a list here. Again, this is data for 1996 for
the 20 largest cities. And it is true that in quite a number of them, though
far from all of them, there are unemployment rates that are substantially
above the national average. That is true in New York, Los Angeles.

Representative Maloney. Would you comment on why you
believe this is happening. Are there any groups within urban areas which
appear to be particularly vulnerable to being unemployed? What should
cities and States be doing to address this problem? Are there any
comments that you could make on that? I mean, 4.9 percent nationally
is wonderful. But if our urban areas are running at twice that, it is a
problem that needs to be addressed.

Ms. Abraham. In answer to the first part of your question, which
was whether there are any particular groups that stand out as having
higher rates in the urban areas than elsewhere, they are higher for men.
They are higher for women. They are higher for teens.

Representative Maloney. Is there any category or age group that
stands out in urban areas? Are there any-

Ms. Abraham. I am looking at data for New York City in
particular. I don't have comparable data for any of the other cities.

Representative Maloney. Any particular characteristics that you
can comment on?

Ms. Abraham. There may be one thing that we have not looked at:
Whether there are differences in the composition of the workforce in
terms of the educational level or that sort of thing that might be a factor.
We could try to take a look at that.

Representative Maloney. Great.
Ms. Abraham. Our data are somewhat-when it comes to looking

at, for example, New York City in particular, our data are, unfortunately,
somewhat limited by the size of the survey sample we have to work with.
But we can take a look at that, which we have not done.

Representative Maloney. Okay. My time is up.
[The prepared statement of Representative Maloney appears in the
Submissions for the Record.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Mrs. Maloney.
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Commissioner, in just a few week-in fact on September 30-the Fed
will again assess its policy and make decisions relative to interest rates
and whether there is evidence of inflation in the economy.

Last March, as a matter of fact, the Fed did increase interest rates
based on what I think it loosely described as fears of inflation.

We looked for evidence of inflation here. Of course, we looked at
all the common indicators, including the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and
the Producer Price Index (PPI), et cetera, et cetera. We also looked at
long bond prices. We looked at commodity prices. We looked at the
value of a dollar. And we were unable to find any evidence of inflation
or even anything that would create fears of inflation at time. But
Chairman Greenspan, at one point during our discussions, indicated that
the Fed was concerned about inflation in the cost of labor.

Do you have any figures that you can share with us or any numbers?
Do you see any trends? How would you assess the hourly earnings data
in this report relative to the situation I just described? And does it
suggest inflation on the wage front in any way?

Ms. Abraham. Well, we have, as you know, two sources of
information on earnings on a reasonably regular basis. We have
information on production and nonsupervisory workers, average hourly
and average weekly earnings. That series, as we talked about, is up over
the last year by about 3.6 percent. That is actually a little bit less of an
increase in nominal terms than we had seen last year.

We also recently, within the last six weeks or so, released our
Employment Cost Index for the second quarter. That also seemed to be
pretty much in line with what we had been seeing.

So in neither of those two series are we seeing an acceleration in the
rate of growth of nominal wages or nominal labor costs.

Representative Saxton. I think the point that Chairman Greenspan
and others were trying to make-and perhaps legitimately so-was that as
we move in a period of long growth and long expansion and, as the
interest rate ticks down, there can be shortages in the labor force. And,
of course, the supply of labor reacts. The cost of labor reacts to the lost
supply and demand, and, as the supply becomes tighter, then we would
expect the cost of labor to go up.

From what you just said, I think we are not seeing any evidence of
that.

Ms. Abraham. We are not seeing any evidence of that in the
aggregate statistics. It may well be, if you go look at particular
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occupations or particular local areas, that there might be things that
people could see that were going on. But there is nothing showing up in
our aggregate statistics at this time.

Representative Saxton. Okay. Commissioner, the BLS produces
two major data series related to inflation, CPI and the PPI. Does the
overall PPI show any broad or building inflationary pressures that you
can tell us about?

Ms. Abraham. Ken, you may have more complete figures on the
PPI with you than I do.

Mr. Dalton. I guess, in general, you would have to say no, it
doesn't, keeping in mind that we are talking about the past here and not
the future.

Through the first seven months of this year, the Finished Goods
Index and Producer Price Index-

Representative Saxton. Sir, could you pull the microphone a little
closer. Thank you.

Mr. Dalton. Sure. Through the first seven months of 1997, the
finished goods component of the PPI has actually declined at a 3.1
percent seasonally adjusted annual rate. And each of the principal
components-that is, finished consumer foods, finished energy goods, and
then the rest, excluding food and energy-all are in the negative range.

So on the producer side, there is obviously no inflation. There is
something akin or what might be called deflation. Those are actually
dropping.

Representative Saxton. Okay. Thank you.

Mr. Dalton, does the CPI show any significant evidence of increases
of inflation over the past several months?

Mr. Dalton. Well, using the same span-that is, through July of this
year-the seasonally adjusted annual rate for the all-item CPI is 1.5
percent. That compares with an increase of 3.3 percent in all of last year.
So it shows a deceleration rather than acceleration.

Representative Saxton. Once again, we see no evidence that would
tend to concern us relative to inflationary pressures building over the last
several months.

Mr. Dalton. I am not sure you can say that. As I said, this
information tells you what has happened. It doesn't tell you-it doesn't
necessarily suggest what is going to happen.

Representative Saxton. Mr. Dalton, the answer of any solid
evidence of inflation I believe we could say validates the Federal Reserve
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policy in holding interest rates steady during the past recent months. It
would also support the continuation of that policy at the September 30
FOMC meeting. Would you agree with that?

Mr. Dalton. I wouldn't comment on that, I don't think.

Ms. Abraham. That sounded more like a statement than a question.

Representative Saxton. Why am I not surprised?

Several months ago, you prepared a study at my request on issues
related to the CPI and the Boskin Commission report. Can you tell us
how the BLS progress on revising the CPI is coming?

Ms. Abraham. Well, we are on track with, as has long been
planned, introducing a new-updated market basket effective with the
publication of data for January 1998, which will be mid-February.

The other thing that is immediately ahead that we are on track doing
is making a decision concerning for which components of the index we
will adopt an alternative method of calculation that addresses the
so-called substitution bias problem at the elementary level of detail. And
we plan to make an announcement about that in December and are on
track to doing that as well, although whatever we decide to do won't take
effect until we publish data for January 1999.

So those are the two things we are working on most immediately.
We, of course, have a full plate in terms of a further agenda of things to
look at and so on.

Representative Saxton. You have an ongoing program of looking
at the market basket, what you measure, how it is measured, the accuracy
of the measurements, and you continue to attempt to make adjustments
to gain greater accuracy.

Ms. Abraham. Yes, as we have done for some time.

Representative Saxton. Yes, right.

Returning for just a minute to the subject of the Federal Reserve.
Obviously, it is carefully monitoring inflation numbers, including your
CPI and PPI numbers. What special factors should analysts be wary of
in the near term with regard to inflation?

Ms. Abraham. I don't have anything particular in mind.

Do you have any, Ken?

Mr. Dalton. No, nothing unusual. I mean, this is coming on a time
of the year, for example, when the new model automobiles are
introduced, and that sometimes will show up as a price increase. But no,
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nothing-this is a little bit sensitive area for us, because it gets very close
to forecasting, which means-

Representative Saxton. I understand.
Mr. Dalton. -which we assiduously stay away from.
Representative Saxton. That is not your business. I understand

that.

If I may just conclude-and if you disagree with this, please say so
-there is no evidence in the PPI that there are inflationary pressures
building. The same is true of the CPI. And your answer to my last
question indicates that you are unable-and I think correctly so-to point
to any special areas of measure that we ought to be concerned about.
And, therefore, it leads to the conclusion-and a happy one, I believe-that
inflationary pressures do not seem to be evident anywhere in these
numbers.

And I know it is not your job to speculate, but when asked if there
is anything that we ought to be wary of, you mentioned automobile
prices. But other than that, there is nothing that we ought to be
concerned about as far as the evidence that you have available to you can
show? Is that fair?

Ms. Abraham. I think what we probably would feel comfortable
agreeing with is a simpler statement that there is no evidence to date of
acceleration in the rate of growth of either the PPI or the CPI.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Mr. Hinchey.

Representative Hinchey. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I thought that was a very interesting line of questioning. I would

just like to ask this one question to follow up on the Chairman's line.
Isn't it true that the PPI, which, as you describe it, is actually deflationary
rather than inflationary-isn't it true that it leads the CPI, generally
speaking? Isn't it true that the PPI is an early indicator, much earlier than
the CPI, because it indicates the cost to producers rather than the cost the
consumers are paying?

Mr. Dalton. In general, I would have to say no, it is not strictly the
leader. The composition of the two Indexes is quite different. The
Producer Price Index covers only mining and manufacturing. The
Consumer Price Index covers all consumer spending, which includes
services. So there are big differences in definition.

Now that is not to say that there aren't transmission effects you can
see from the Producer Price Index to the Consumer Price Index, and they
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generally show up in components like energy and in food, where the
transmission is nearly immediate. But in general, I don't think-well, I am
repeating myself here. But the relationship between the PPI and the
CPI-PPI, finished goods, versus CPI, all items-is not as straightforward
as a leading indicator, for example.

Representative Hinchey. No. I understand the distinction,
obviously. The PPI represents the costs to producers.

Ms. Abraham. For a very narrow segment of the economy.

Representative Hinchey. Manufacturing and mining, yes.

Mr. Dalton. Right.

Representative Hinchey. But in the manufacturing sector, of
course, that is, the prices paid by producers are passed on to consumers.
If producers are finding that their costs are actually decreasing, they are
much less likely to pass on costs to consumers, because the increased
costs are negligible or nonexistent.

Ms. Abraham. Let me put what Ken said maybe another way.
There are various people, including folks that we have brought in, who
have tried to take a look at these transmission mechanisms, and it doesn't
seem to be particularly straightforward or clear-cut that a particular
change in the PPI is going to show up in the aggregate CPI at all.

Mr. Dalton. With the exception, I think, of things like energy and
food.

Ms. Abraham. Where there is a more one-to-one relationship.

Mr. Dalton. Right. And they get transmitted very, very quickly
and almost at once.

Representative Hinchey. Okay. Let me just ask you one more
question specifically. You indicated that the increases in the public
sector employment were largely confined to the local level of govern-
ment and there more specifically to education.

I am wondering if you have more discrete figures with regard to the
increase in the education area. Are we seeing more teachers being
employed? Or is the employment growth in the service sector of
education-auxiliary personnel, maintenance people, janitors, things of
that nature-or administrators, principals, people in that category?

Ms. Abraham. Just one comment. I think you are aware of this
already. In terms of the growth that we have seen over the last few
months in local education employment, that is almost surely exaggerated
as an indication of what the trend growth and employment in that sector
is because of some seasonal adjustment difficulties we have. But it is
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also true that, taking a longer perspective, local education employment
is growing.

Do you have any breakout, Phil, on faculty versus nonfaculty, or is
that something we could provide?

Mr. Rones. We don't make separate estimates-
Ms. Abraham. Okay.

Mr. Rones. -for that. But it is the case that enrollments in general
are trending upwards right now. And so if you just maintain a
staff-to-student ratio, you will see trend growth in this industry. And,
indeed, if you look at the over-the-year change, it is best to compare the
similar months. When you are running into some seasonal adjustment
problems, in this case, we are better off looking August to August. And
you have an increase of about 170,000 in local education. And so that is
a better indication of the trend growth, 170,000; perhaps 15,000 or so a
month.

Representative Hinchey. Thanks very much.
Representative Saxton. Mr. McCrery.
Representative McCrery. It has been a long time since I have had

junior high math, so I need a little help. On the front page, on the first
page of your news release, you say that, at the bottom of the page, both
the mean and median duration of unemployment, which had risen in July,
declined to 15.9 and 7.8 weeks, respectively. So as I read that, the
average length or the average duration of unemployment is 15.9 weeks.

Ms. Abraham. Right.

Representative McCrery. But the median is 7.8 weeks.
Ms. Abraham. Right.

Representative McCrery. I am just having a hard time reconciling
that.

Ms. Abraham. What is going on with that-
Representative McCrery. No, no. I am having a hard time doing

the math here.
Ms. Abraham. Maybe-

Representative McCrery. How do you get the median, which I
recall is kind of the midpoint between the highest and the lowest?

Ms. Abraham. Exactly.

Representative McCrery. And if you multiply the median times
two, you should get the approximately-

Ms. Abraham. No.
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Representative McCrery. That is not the middle?

Ms. Abraham. No. The average is just-if you add up all the

durations and divide them by the total number of people.

Representative McCrery. Of people, right.

Ms. Abraham. If you have a nice bell-curved-shape distribution

where you have got the same number of people-in other words, it is a

nice symmetric thing-then the mean and the median are going to be the

same.

Representative McCrery. Yes.

Ms. Abraham. But if you have a distribution where you have got

-I will try to do this. If you have got sort of a peak and then you have got

a long tail out here of people who have, some of them, very, very long

durations, the mean, the average, because you are weighting in those

people with very long durations, is going to tend to be above the median,
and that is what you have got here.

Representative McCrery. Okay. So-

Ms. Abraham. I would be happy to give you a little picture that

maybe makes it clearer.

Representative McCrery. Yes. Pictures help me.

Ms. Abraham. I don't think waving my hands in the air is going to

do it on that. Why don't I send you-

Representative McCrery. Basically, you are telling me there are

a lot more people at the lower end of the duration scale.

Ms. Abraham. They are more pumped up at the lower end of the

duration scale.

Mr. Rones. There are a million people, 1.1 million people, with

what you call very long durations of unemployment, at least a half a year

or more of looking for work. And that has a big impact on the mean or

the average, the way the Commissioner described that as being

calculated. Whether those people's duration was 26 weeks or a year or

two years would have no effect on the median at all, because no matter

how long they have been looking for work, we know this is to the right

of the median point, the median being the person where there is-you

know, if you have seven million unemployed people, there are three and

a half million who have less and three and a half million who have more.

Ms. Abraham. Does that-

Representative McCrery. Yes, that helps. Thanks.
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Do you ever do any surveys of employers to determine jobs gone
wanting? In other words, jobs-

Ms. Abraham. Surveys of vacancies they are trying to fill?
Representative McCrery. That they have a very difficult time

filling. Dairy farmers, for example, in my District just tell me that they
can't get people to work, they can't get people to do the jobs. Some other
folks in the inner cities, maybe they have jobs that they advertise and
advertise and they can't get anybody to fill the jobs.

Do you ever do any surveys like that to determine maybe categories
of jobs that go wanting or the number of jobs that go wanting and how
they are distributed geographically?

Ms. Abraham. We have, from time to time, done tests of collecting
that kind of information. We did one in the mid-60s; we did one in the
late-70s; we did another in the late-80s, surveys of the number of job
vacancies that employers had, and collected information on the occupa-
tions and some information on how long the jobs have been open.

There was also a short period of time when manufacturing infor-
mation on job vacancies was collected. That was from 1969 to 1973. So
I think we have established that it is possible to collect that kind of
information. But it is not something that, in the recent past, has ever
been a part of our ongoing data collection activities.

It would be a relatively expensive endeavor to conduct a job
vacancy survey, particularly if you were interested in having geographic
detail, occupational detail, information on the wages of the jobs that were
offered. The more detail you want, which obviously would help in
providing a picture of the situation, unfortunately, the more expensive the
information is to collect.

Representative McCrery. So you are telling me that at one time
BLS did what I am suggesting-

Ms. Abraham. No.

Representative McCrery. -but now you don't.
Ms. Abraham. There were some tests and, for a short period of

time, a sort of limited ongoing survey. But we have never had a
comprehensive ongoing survey.

Representative McCrery. I can see where that might be of some
value to policy makers, and maybe even ordinary people, if we knew
where the jobs were and what they were.

Ms. Abraham. Yes. There is also a point I should-given the
comment you just made, I should probably make-what we are in a
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position to provide is statistics on the kinds of jobs that are out there.
What we are not in a position to provide is information to individual
citizens on, you know, where specifically the vacancies are and thus
where they should target their job search activities.

So depending on the purpose for which one is interested in this
information, it might be-if what you really want is statistics, something
that we would do, could do, or that State agencies could do might be
appropriate. If what you really want is a data bank that tells people
where specific openings are, that obviously wouldn't be us.

Representative McCrery. We have about 150 Federal jobs
programs that try to do that. But I am more interested in the statistics so
we can know if there are jobs wanting out there or if this is just an
anecdotal thing that I have picked up in walking around. And maybe
with statistics, we could see some distributional picture of where the jobs
are, what regions of the country. It just seems to me that might be
helpful.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.

Mrs. Maloney.

Representative Maloney. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I believe my colleague raised a very important point. I think such
a study of statistics would be incredibly helpful.

Recently, as you know, after the Boskin Commission report, there
was a great deal of discussion, debate, in Congress about possibly setting
up a commission to come forward with the CPI numbers. Many of us did
not support that proposal, and, in fact, one of my resolutions bills actually
passed the Congress, along with my Republican colleague, John Fox,
calling for the Bureau of Labor Statistics to only come forward with any
changes in the CPI.

There was some discussion about whether or not the Bureau of
Labor Statistics had the staff necessary to support this work. So my
question is: Do you have enough resources to get the job done? I know
there are some proposals to cut your budget, and I would like to know if
you have sufficient staff to come forward with the CPI statistics and the
other important data that you are required to come forward with.

Ms. Abraham. We currently are funded to produce the Consumer
Price Index. But we have also put forward, as part of the President's
budget, a request for funds to carry out what I think we called in the
proposal a CPI improvement initiative that would allow us to do
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everything that, as of the point in time we put that together, we knew how
to improve the Consumer Price Index.

So I obviously am very much hoping that we will receive the
funding that we have requested for that purpose.

Representative Maloney. And what is that funding that you have
requested?

Ms. Abraham. We have requested, what was it, $2.1 million this
year-although that is the first-year funding-for a program of activity in
further out years would end up being about roughly $10 million per year.

Representative Maloney. And to add an additional job, really, as
my colleague pointed out, that of gaining statistics on where the jobs are
in the country, possibly you could come forward with a proposal on how
you could accomplish that and what that would cost. I think you raised
an important point.

Ms. Abraham. We have done some thinking in response to earlier
requests on that subject. And I would be happy to share with both of you
the very preliminary sort of rough proposal: This is what we could do if
we had additional resources for that purpose.

Representative Maloney. That would be very helpful.
In the past, you have been kind enough to answer questions con-

cerning the earning ratio between women and men. And you informed
us that from 1994 to 1996, the women to men's earning ratio actually
dropped.

In this light, what are the characteristics of unemployed women in
urban areas, and how does that compare with the makeup of women who
are unemployed in other areas of the country? Are you seeing any data
on what groups or characteristics of women are being affected in this
ratio drop?

Ms. Abraham. Well, people who are-if you are looking at the
median earnings figures, they only are reflecting people who are
working. So it is-

Representative Maloney. So you don't-
Ms. Abraham. There is an argument that it is also illuminating to

look at the data, including the people who aren't working, because they
couldn't find jobs, who have zero earnings. But they, in these statistics,
are not reflected.

We can try to see what we do know on the question of the
characteristics of unemployed women in urban areas versus other areas.
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I am afraid our database is going to be somewhat limited, but we could
take a look at it.

Representative Maloney. Okay. That would be helpful. I would
appreciate it.

And if you don't, as you know, we are trying very hard to balance
the budget, and many agencies are suffering cutbacks. I believe there was
a proposal to cut your budget by $7 million, yet you are telling us today
you need 10 additional million to adequately conduct the CPI survey and
data. Is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. Not this year, but in subsequent years.

Representative Maloney. In subsequent years.

Ms. Abraham. Yes.

Representative Maloney. Thank you very much.

Representative Saxton. Well, thank you, Commissioner. I have
no further questions, and I believe that is common with all of us here. So
I thank you for being here this month, and we will look forward to seeing
you again in the first part of October.

Thank you very much.

Ms. Abraham. Thank you.

[Whereupon, at 10:50 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

I am pleased to welcome Commissioner Abraham and her associates
before the Committee this morning.

The business cycle that began in the second quarter of 1991
continues to produce economic and modest employment gains.
According to the household survey, the employment-population ratio, an
important measure of the economy's ability to create enough new jobs,
remained at an historically high level. The unemployment rate was little
changed at 4.9 percent.

The employment gain posted in the payroll survey was affected by
the UPS strike. Overall, labor market conditions appear to be solid given
the healthy pace of economic growth. My main area of concern is the
continued stagnation of earnings for the middle class workers reflected
in BLS data right up through the last quarter. This measure of real
median weekly earnings has shown decline or stagnation for a number of
years.

The overall strength of the economy and labor market has produced
concerns about inflation among some economists. However, lower
unemployment has been associated with lower, not higher, inflation
during the last two business cycles. Market price indicators monitored
by the JEC do not show solid evidence of inflation. This lack of evidence
of inflation validates recent Federal Reserve policy and suggests that an
increase in interest rates is not appropriate in the near future.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF

COMMISSIONER KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Good morning. I would like to thank you for this opportunity to
comment on the employment and unemployment data that were released
this morning.

Nonfarm payroll employment edged up in August; the over-the-
month gain would have been larger but for the effect of the strike in the
transportation industry. The unemployment rate was essentially
unchanged at 4.9 percent.

The transportation strike directly involved 185,000 workers. The
net impact of the strike on employment, however, was smaller, perhaps
about 155,000 after accounting for hiring elsewhere in the transportation
industry and at the U.S. Postal Service to help meet the demand for
parcel delivery. (In the payroll survey, workers on strike for the entire
reference period are not counted as employed because they are not being
paid by their employers.)

Offsetting the transportation industry decline were employment
increases in a number of industries. Government employment rose for
the third month in a row, with the gains again concentrated in local
education. As I have said before, changes in school schedules make
precise seasonal adjustment for local education problematic. In 1996,
most of the year's seasonally adjusted employment gains for local
education were recorded in the June-August period; the same pattern
appears to be emerging this year. An increase in Federal employment
reflected postal workers hired on a temporary basis during the transpor-
tation strike. Excluding the Postal Service, Federal employment
continued to decline.

The finance industry continued to add workers. Indeed,
uninterrupted growth in that industry over the last 26 months has netted
nearly 200,000 new jobs, with the largest gains among mortgage bankers
and brokers and security and commodity brokers.

Services added only 32,000 jobs following a much larger gain in
July. The average for the two months was 94,000, about in line with the
monthly average over the first half of the year. A job loss of 16,000 in
help supply services was the fourth decline in the past five months.
Employment in both amusements and recreation and private education
declined following substantial employment increases in recent months.
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More than offsetting these losses were continued job gains in health
services, computer services, social services, and engineering and
management services. In addition, motion pictures recorded an unusually
large gain.

Job growth in retail trade (31,000) slowed following two stronger
months. General merchandise stores and miscellaneous retail stores
continued to add jobs, but employment in eating and drinking places
edged down following strong hiring from April to July. Employment in
wholesale trade rose moderately following a unusually large trade gain
in July.

In the goods-producing sector, manufacturing employment
advanced by 47,000, following a decline in July. The August gain
reflected the return of 10,000 strikers in the auto and steel industries. In
several industries (fabricated metals, autos, and rubber and miscellaneous
plastics), August gains reversed July declines. Three other industries
continued a strong growth pattern: industrial machinery (including
computers), electronic components, and aircraft. On the other hand, there
was an unusually large decline in furniture and fixtures, and losses
continued in food products, apparel, and textiles. Construction
employment increased for the first time since May, as heavy construction
and special trade contractors added jobs.

Average hourly earnings of production or nonsupervisory workers
rose by 5 cents in August after increasing just once cent in July. Over the
year, hourly earnings rose by 3.6 percent. The average workweek was up
by 0.2 hour in August after declining by 0.1 hour in July. Both the
factory workweek and factory overtime rose by 0.1 hour.

Turning to data from the household survey, the unemployment rate
was about unchanged at 4.9 percent. It has remained between 4.8 percent
and 5.0 percent since April. Civilian employment also was little changed
at 129.8 million; since the end of 1996, it has risen by about 1.7 million,
after adjusting for new estimates f the size of the working-age population
introduced in January. (Unlike the payroll survey, the household survey
counts strikers as temporarily absent form a job, and, thus, employed.)

In summary, the large transportation strike held on the over-the-
month payroll employment gain to adjust 49,000. The unemployment
rate was little changed in August at 4.9 percent.

My colleagues and I now would be glad to respond to your
-questions.
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: AUGUST 1997

Employment and unemployment were little changed in August, the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the
U.S. Department of Labor reported today. The jobless rate was 4.9 percent in August; it had been 4.8
percent in July and has shown little movement over the past several months.

Nonfarm payroll employment edged up by 49,000 in August to 122.5 million. This gain would have
been closer to the recent growth trend if not for the effects of strike activity during the survey reference
period. Workers on strike for the entire reference period are not counted as employed in the survey of
establishments because they are not being paid by their employers. In contrast, in the household survey,
striking workers and others with unpaid absences are counted as employed.
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Unemployment (Household Survey Data)

The number of unemployed persons, 6.7 million, and the unemployment rate, 4.9 percent, were
essentially unchanged in August. From April through August, the unemployment rate remained in a
narrow range of 4.8 to 5.0 percent. The rates for the major worker groups-adult men (4.1 percent),
adult women (4.4 percent), teenagers (16.4 percent), whites (4.2 percent), blacks (9.3 percent), and
Hispanics (7.2 percent)-showed little or no change from July. (See tables A- I and A-2.)

The number of persons unemployed for less than 5 weeks increased in August, reversing July's
decline, while the number who were jobless for 15 to 26 weeks decreased. Both the mean and median
duration of unemployment, which had risen in July, declined to 15.9 and 7.8 weeks, respectively. (See
table A-5.)
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Table A. Major indicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjusted

(Numbers in thousands)
Quarterly averages Monthly data July-

Category 1997' 1997' Aug.

1 I II June ly I Aug. change

HOUSEHOLD DATA Labor force status

Civilian labor force...........................
Em ploym ent................................
Unem ploym ent............................

N ot in labor force..............................

All workers.......................................
Adult m en...................................
Adult wom en...............................
Teenagers ....................................

W hite...........................................
Black...........................................
Hispanic origin............................

ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Nonfarm employment.......................
Goods-producing2.......................

Construction ...... :
M anufacturing.......................

Service-producing'.....................
Retail trade............................
Services.................................

Governm ent...........................

Total private......................................
M anufacturing.............................

Overtim e................................

Average hourly earnings,
total private.................................

Average weekly earnings,
total private................................

135,934 136.157 136,200 136.290 136,480 190
128,728 129,462 129,364 129,708 129,804 96

7,206 6.695 6,836 6,583 6.677 94
66,462 66,678 66,800 66,876 66.884 8

Unemployment rates

5.3 4.9 5.0 4.8 4.9 0.1
4.5 4.1 4.2 4.0 4.1 .1
4.7 4.4 4.4 4.2 4.4 .2

17.0 15.9 16.8 16.4 16.4 .0
4.5 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.2 .0

10.9 10.2 10.4 9.4 9.3 -.1
8.3 7.7 7.6 7.9 7.2 -.7

Employment

121,138 121,854 122,056 p122,421 p122,470 p49
24,635 24 ,694 24,714 p24,696 p24,75 1 p55

5,585 5,616 5,622 p5,622 p5,632 pl0

18,476 18,504 18,518 p18,501 p18,548 p47
96,504 97,159 97,342 p97,725 p97,719 p-6

21,928 22 045 22,079 p22 150 p22, 18 1 p31

35,086 35,436 35,522 p35.677 p35.709 p32

19,540 19,594 19,639 p19,727 p19,799 p72

Hours of work'

34.7 34.5 34.6 p34.5 p34.7 p0.2

41.9 42.0 41.8 p41.8 p41.9 PA1
4.8 4.8 4.6 p4.7 p4.8 p.1

Earnings'

$12.10 S12.19 $12.23 p$I2.24 pSl2.29

419.36 420.85 423.16 p422.28 p426.46

p$0.05

p4.18

'Beginning in January 1997, household data reflect revised population controls used in the survey.
2 Includes other industries, not shown separately.
' Data relate to private production or nonsupervisory workers.
p=preliminary.

-- - , , . . . . .
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Total Employment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Total employment was essentially unchanged from July at a seasonally adjusted level of 129.8 million.

The proportion of the population that was employed (the employment-to-population ratio) remained at

63.8 percent, about the same as it has been since March. (See table A-I.)

About 7.6 million persons (not seasonally adjusted) held more than one job in August. They

accounted for 5.8 percent of all employed persons. Both the number of multiple jobholders and their

percentage of the total employed were about the same as a year earlier. (See table A-9.)

The civilian labor force, 136.5 million, was about unchanged in August, and the labor force

participation rate remained at 67.1 percent. There has been little change in either measure since March.

(See table A- I.)

Persons Not in the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

About 1.3 million persons (not seasonally adjusted) were marginally attached to the labor force in

August-that is, they wanted and were available for work and had looked for jobs sometime in the prior

12 months.

The number of discouraged workers-a subset of the marginally attached who were not currently

looking for jobs specifically because they believed no jobs were available for them or there were none for

which they would qualify-was 311,000 in August, down from 415,000 a year earlier. (See table A-9.)

Industry Payroll Emplovment (Establishment Survey Data)

Nonfarm payroll employment was little changed in August. Employment growth was held down by a

strike of 185,000 workers in the transportation industry. (See table B-I.)

Employment in transportation declined by 153,000. The direct impact of the strike was partially

offset by hiring elsewhere within the industry to help meet the demand for parcel delivery. Employment

fell by 164,000 in transportation by air, the industry in which the strike occurred. Trucking employment

increased by 12,000, compared with an.average gain of 6,000 over the prior 3 months.

Employment in services rose by only 32,000 in August, following a much stronger increase in July.

The average employment gain of 94,000 over these 2 months was close to the average monthly growth in

1996 and the first half of 1997. The increase in health services (21,000) was in line with recent growth in

that industry, although there was an especially strong gain in hospitals (11,000). Employment growth

also continued in computer services (10,000), social services (15,000), and engineering and management

services (17,000). In contrast, help supply services experienced a decline of 16,000 jobs in August, the

fourth decline in the last 5 months. Amusement and recreation services and educational services both lost

jobs, following strong summer hiring.

Retail trade added 31,000jobs in August, following larger increases in June and July. Employment

expanded by 15,000 in general merchandise stores and by I 1,000 in miscellaneous retail establishments.

The number of jobs in eating and drinking places edged down in August, following gains totaling 60,000

over the prior 2 months. Wholesale trade showed moderate growth in August (8,000), following an

exceptionally large increase in July. Within wholesale trade, durable goods distribution continued its

strong growth pattern, with an increase of 14,000 jobs.
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Employment growth continued in finance (10,000) in August. Job gains in the industry have totaled
98,000 over the past year. Insurance continued its recent upward trend, adding 14,000 jobs since March.
In contrast, real estate employment was about unchanged in August after gaining 10,000 jobs in July.

Employment in local government education rose by 49,000 in August, after seasonal adjustment.
This was the third consecutive large employment increase. Changing seasonal patterns in hiring by local
school systems continue to make precise seasonal adjustment of these data difficult. An increase in

federal government employment reflected the hiring of postal workers to handle a greater volume of
parcel delivery resulting from the strike. Excluding the Postal Service, federal government employment
continued its monthly declines in August and was down by 36,000 so far this year.

Within the goods-producing sector, construction employment increased by 10,000 in August, the first

gain since May. Employment rose in heavy construction as well as in special trades. Manufacturing
employment rose by 47,000 in August. The increase includes the return of 10,000 auto and steel workers

who had been on strike. In several industries, the job gains in August offset losses that occurred in July;

these include fabricated metals (4,000), autos (16,000), and rubber and miscellaneous plastics (6,000).
Three industries continued their strong growth trend: industrial machinery (12,000), electronic
components (6,000), and aircraft (4,000). The number of jobs in both textiles and apparel continued to

decline. Employment in food products also fell slightly and was down by 18,000 since April.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek for production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls
increased by 0.2 hour in August to 34.7 hours, seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing workweek and
factory overtime both edged up by 0.1 hour, to 41.9 and 4.8 hours, respectively. (See table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of private production or nonsupervisory workers on nonfarm
payrolls increased by 0.4 percent to 140.8 (1982= 100), seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing index
rose by 0.5 percent to 108.2. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings of private production or nonsupervisory workers on nonfarm payrolls were

up 5 cents in August to $12.29, seasonally adjusted. Average weekly earnings rose by 1.0 percent to
$426.46, reflecting the increase in both average weekly hours and average hourly earnings. Over the past
year, average hourly earnings have risen by 3.6 percent and average weekly earnings by 4.2 percent. (See

table B-3.)

The Employment Situation for September 1997 is scheduled to be released on Friday, October 3, at
8:30 A.M. (EDT).

Changes in Household Data Series

Effective with the release of data for December 1997 in January 1998, improvements will be introduced
into the composite estimation procedures used in the Current Population Survey. These changes will simplify
processing of the monthly labor force data at BLS and will allow users of the survey microdata to replicate the
official estimates released by BLS. In addition, there will be a slight decrease in the variance of some major
estimates, particularly employment levels and the over-the-month change in those levels. The new procedures
will produce somewhat lower estimates of the civilian labor force and employment Data will be revised back
to January 1997 to facilitate over-the-year comparisons between 1997 and 1998.
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PS7 _ 0 9¢ 0,8 D 16,537 7o 00,74 0 9 6,372 04763 68504 9060
P~~~l.76777,0.77070 ~~~~~~~~~~ 1.80 V T.AM 973 80 06 07 670 848
0710888000160 06,500~~~~~~~~~~SU 08,570 07.404 MM36 67,05 1060 07.4114 87,01 08,722

Ur^'dw T I 1195 -A 6.951 1119 a1 725.2
7507777077078047 1 24 737 130 122 13D 748 120 137 1In

PERSONS AT WORK PART TOlr

Pa0 11 0 4041 7l 4.47 4,23 4.036 4A7 4A.4 401 4.01 4.017 3,06011

8766c60710b7844608707...,. 0.0 2.211 3.87 2.437 2.4190 z3.8 oLs5 0.211 2.122
C44 047"71407746 680 - tIRIS 1. iP1 7,57 10 366 AM 7.27 U,34 7AM 17,519

Pa . la707777077a-7 a 13,459 73.37v 73.3,0, 14.764 LIT73 76336 78.20 76.018 78,00

P077 0770 707 644~~~~~~~ 11010707 ~~4.218 4.123 as67 4.160 4.030 3,40 3.762 3.70 3,404

_ 76786771007b7470r2 _._2 2.175 1,7 2.310 27X4 11.10 t2.1:0 2.02 2.037

Co747 F* led p de .I t IJ4 17 b .47d 7 d TA 1.346347 7.08_ 7 11,485

Panh4II.74.6 75.102 74,6 57.0 77I7 7.7110 ?.D 17,41h 17 79

…~~~~~~~~~~f -e*1

8010.76760077.7. ~ 07161096867804048. ll7068086a .076794017 6 T17540745747076 1960107077100807

Mtva d7480 Pdla 67a0 74010607*7 -.40 087777 P-00 at70 82l 07470 7wku. 6707824104II04..408. 66.".7J771074011
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HOUSEHOLD DATA HO0S4EOLD DATA

TaW A-& Selectd i^mpbyrSSmu le6hcat. stsam"Boy d6Wbd

ho M* A. A, AP. m6y J- A* Ag

CHARACTRSI

TaK I61546 - 6O_0 6 lUAt 6 4.69 GA 0 4 4*9
ltmtlvllC~ 267 23 2.610 Al 4, as 4.2 4. 'LI
Wa,7 20)Y9.m - 20,32 2tO ZAN6 4.7 4. 4 4.4 4,62 4A
"017 sbl16779 7.23 1=6 1.7 'T0 70. 75.6 766 766 764

B.W ~ Spl Pl8N 'A7 7.740 1.731 21 .7 La 2.7 0Lo 2.6
MdW 7p760.746 716 mA 5.4 &I 02 32 J 3.
Was.._ 47 7 m ad 761 . ?A 76 6. 7.4 Li7

F.I . 1 17 .0 4,6 4.7 4,*9 4.7 C
P.7O7 SAW ISO 163 *9 6 6L 51 LI4 GA

OCCU2PAT7061

_.7.a.4.7 mh..7d 620 74 1t tO tl 2.0 LO 2.0
TK6 Ul Ud 676 .4 1 17.728 717 7I.62 4.4 *2 1 4 4I 4*2
P6.l P75.0m 622. W MO _ 764 7S6 6go 61 U 4,6 CS 4.0 4.7
07676767.. ,a_ 6 b5 6 7 I.7.O 1.40 I71s LO 73 7. T. .4 7 7.7
F.. 111 6 d1 t .47 WY U7 .4 6.n 1 61 6.0 I7

N.Wh*~.W Pk.* -p s fg. .. 4y- - .487 0.07 0.7 5.4 10 10 0.0 4.o 10

P76 _46 03 36 45a 2.0 5.0 2*0 3. 1
06.w6.um4 6US Gm 632 OLI 6.7 .4 61.0 57 9,6

64a160.67'4 626~ ~~~ ~~~~ on Sol 4.7 4.4 4,6 4.7 4,3 4.7
0s,676.ooo4. 466 407 443 4.0 GA6 0. GA0 3.4 Ls

21 4 436 56 1 .3 0.0 5,6 4,l
30 007I 3.675 10 4o9 GA 4.7 4,9

TD263767677677 64777496 7641196 3 2409 2Z 4.7 G 1 S 09
Whd.476 6 6. I7 71671 'An2 6.6 63 -- &7 Ls GA 6.
Fhblen, h s d . _ 1704 251 2 3 5.S 3,4 U2 N. 11 20
.. lO 7.720 .440 7,64 52 4 4 . U 4.U 45

0..4d .ta _ p67 02 4o7 1 I24 GA 2.I 2t1 GA
49 67.W6 664 667.. w6dt6 ______ 740 756 782 7,6 ? .7 OA, 7,6 1

u, pldbF-..6..6o467t6468 7 .74 67.W.4.6P66 66- 06 WOW lh2 67dW 076
-6_ .06.76 -VWPW dt b. -4*. an7. 6-6 0 NME B4 h3 .65 J-n I927., d4. ld 661 6I .4. hw7275076

6760. b-604f 66W64.674 IS766 6. Wfth W4106o I76 h7*75 -.W.

Table A.4. Dwatn d6 77

Not sue dy adStd 6 6 uated

*g Ag AMg AMg Ap. WY1 J- A* Mg
IM6 766? 766 701 7667 766 766? 766 7667

NUMMBER OF UNEMPLOYED

71..6600166 _ 164 R"6 2.406 134 2354 2. L3 2.O71 2l6
567742666 RAW2 2164 2.30 2.I96 LISS72 2.272 117 GAS7S 2.34

5615102 2103 7,663 2.073 JAW tAWI tCA I 2.77 2.02
756325666__k ________ 6 3 03 700 1111 716 17,67 7,65 70 917
276f_645 I11 1,26 71A4 7m SAN 0 1.017 17,74 I=

A-W 7 64 d__. _ ISIIJ 10 I5.2711 I10 109 N 7LI 7.7 10 7"
,~b h-t SIh -. L| 7i 1A 8. L3 V t .7 Ls TA

PERCENT DtSTRlImON

T7ld67ll 7.66*476.4 | 100 72610 1720 1070 17.0 1770 1000 70210
L.660.6770.66k6 _________________ 04,6 VA 36.5 262 36.7 66.1 3, 25.7 26.0
GW >14.. 35A . . Su O W J 32.7 3At 32.5 3 SIA 1
7b66.6.6. 630 IP4 28 024 31.7 313 003 2329 3,6
15 7 012.... 122 13 Ila 143 710 710 111 7I" 711
27 .d.6 710 171 764 7. 70. 150 141 710 710

IIDIE SS9 h h6 W. Om197.6 IdKI 7 06b 7.w h Ih 7
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HOUSEOLD DATA

Table AZ. Reew for uW1wnp1o5699d

8 89)

HOUSEHOLD DATA

NM seasonally a0t389d 5011501167 S4u0ld

A. 64Alo A,,, AP. 1.16 AIo Mdy 4.4
1n 1957 i97 mei 1997 1997 | 1997 |9 7 |197

NUMBER OF UNEMPLOYED

j41bb *a89dp _rt
9

051 M
1

O
8

8618
1 1

Z2 Z. 2.659 3.05 2.979 z9 4 2.14s z97 3,094

091611p118.871670 777 97m 7Ti6 931 97 871 2s 677 885

856o8I.~~~~~oo.8y6.s
55 ~~~~2.179 2.E? 2.143 2,184 2.ER 2.738 2.ZZ0 2.726 2.899

Pl,,,.hDj188106.9 8.45 1.588 1.459 (( (( ) t31J ( () )( ' ) "m

P~i~o~.68o.-o85a49689o6.7(9
6

W - 42 707 t) (' (' ) (8) (' (8)

- am 1E GM 7 754 801 82 an 915
_, _ _ __ 2a.5 Z417 2.27 2.47 2.Q42 z2.1 2.55 2.2" z244

N0 89. 73 633 _ 68 _ 52 577 574 498 553 544

PERCENT DSTRIBUTION

TCaI41.88610596 .... W... 8800 100.0 899.0 89.0 100.0 100.0 100 8510055 5

Zbbb*89 9559.506 6.880906.4898190071099 - 4a27 415 4.4 44.9 443 4481 462 44.3 450

06861861189870198 . 811. 82.5 80.9 5 184. 132.5 15.8 18.4 15.

NM99 008.-P... 21.4 29.0 39. 58;.4 29.9 30.9 32.0 51.1 53.5

JNolb- a I1 12.50 24.5 882 81.2 82.2 122 12 82.7

_ainin9 7.2 34.0 3.A 5. 56.5 555 54 24.4 39.2

N66.9tiafti 6.5 11.9 8.5 65 6.6 6.7 7.1 S 62

UNEUPLOYED AS A PERCENT OF THE
CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE

~889989944p 961918 041 80690897(184 - 2.2 2.1 2.8 2.3 2.2 2.8 2.3 Li8 2.2
v.1418601 __ - A A . Z.7 A .8 A6 .J A .

16.08.895 . 8.9 8. 7 186 IA 8.7 8.7 A 86

96.8 9 A A4 J _.4 .4 . .4 .4 .

WmW. I N ol19" .-t46808964 m884w0 r0809 lod hw

Table A.7. olange of aftemni8 u ISurm Of8s15b0 U96681126125n

NOI sess.'ally ~ Scasnally 643-986

1.6699495~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~idu~o
A.4 joy A.4 44 v8. May *9 J*y A4

W~~~~ $W -Qp 13 -.f . IOW
1996 I? In? 8958 8997 I7 8997 8997 19i7

9.8 81616891661 ~19d 85866910110,998. IA IA 1 .4 1.7 A 1.5 1.3 1.6 1.5

94aW06Wfftdft8

85611095 -. & pK Z d 2.2 2.1 Li 2.5 2.2 Z1 2.3 28 2.2

W Td0 lal , (6 p 81 8 5.0 4.6 52 4.9 4A8 5.0 46. 4.9

M. Mca ..~ 00-a -_ I

U- pdb== = W Sk e 5.4 03 L (1) (1) (1) (1) (' )

~md 8ftM .p a d d686. 6.4 5. s. (8) (I) (V) (8) (1) (8)

d an ............................... ________ __ _ 6.8 ... .... .... ..9 O 6.7 (Is) (Is) ( r) (Is) (IX) (Is)
UaOTda 99V8614O9.8ad- 671a8418a8.700868606

LL a 00811E6aai9966. 85608.880189rs

I No0 wow1 ftad. h . p.86.9(8.8." %W - Wnd -.16 86a6 88.0866.58 ..190 PO

WM42 Thb 988818 M8884768 4. p81W16859. 19e56.8 .16006 10~a W51 *.9 08 o. 88.4 -166010 76896680. 70W

UIW-w8 adhM 0404196.me61669 686. 048616 0699668968588868804901189 W00h88 h*.816d0 M .M.894898 86W7 11 6.166898 df6 F168 8.6

696.04 88 9.479. 58.6.666we W689. 6 a 6846 06886-8688869 J.1911808717.049168 onid pp1199881195016994
8
9hu1h496 6."8
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HOUS3EOLD DATA

T.a. A-8 Un6165p6 ll psin by s and o6 *, 1 B ssn80.y Kin. 8 d

HOUSESTW DATA

Age mod m P-r n--ft
A~~~. .~~~~ - 216906664648)~~~~~~~~A,0 &

_8 6887 1887 168i 387 6887 *n, *n 1

T78 6s.d. c _ 6.583 c,677 8fi 4.9 A 8. 4* J*9lsow" z 24 26 2z 1.7 o IA 0. 16 60* 33.Ismillysso- 1- 3298 I'M8 121 67.3 3S4 $3. 18. 14 10.4668413..,.- 684 555 544 18.9 38.3 1.4 7.3 17.5 1.
1I4s to 85 2 748 732 13.7 13.3 3 183 163* 15*20Is24. y- I.,30 I.89 1.112 8.6 930 &.2 8.4 7.7 8.3

25 Y- n 4dc11 422.4 4313 4.3 3.7 3.7 3. 37 728104.519 286 3.71 3.788 4.1 &a 33 3.9 3.6 3.8
s3y3.n - |5 46s 568 32 3.0 2O9 a I 30 380

Mun ItoY1 ..d.. 3 _.53 .,41 3.524 50 4* 4.8 55 4 4*J163024, y- 58 1.272 13 '2Lo 1A o3 IL, 11.4 62.31418y.4 .... 714 682 714 38.3 67.2 1S.2 680 172 ?7A166o6;Y., 342 388 28 26.3 28. 17.8 3869 I* 67.3
I$0.9 =. 370 3s8 428 I. 11.2 13.5 18.2 18.2 &I283324866 .. No8 140 688 8.4 8.7 7. 6.2 8.6 8.7238~~~'06o,.-.. ........ ~~~~~~ 2.338 3.78 2.26 3.8 3.7 3.4 3.L .3 325.m 2.0~~3.60 1.220 6.817 3.6 3.6 385 34 3.8 3.6

sSy.4468 . _.__ 202 272 278 3.2 3o 3. 3.6 3. 0 35

Wc 16yn 3.2 3A17 3.102 3S1 54 46 3.2 .0. 4.4 5o16302476.6 1.133 3.687 I1.608 66.3 33. 616 33* 10.4 60.5
, 163 063..643s 68o 584 15* 13.6 38.3o 3.4 35. *o0I6684I78.4 .. 268 238 2682 ;183 III 10 6, 6. 7

161 322 8 361 63 .S2 1l 1S 34.3 1L4 33.283024 61.... 530 434 486 66 6.3 66 &* 7.3 7*2581ocw --- = 2178 .84 2.66 4.2 3. 4.0 3. 39 4i 0

533strdocw-=--= .9.......9..............0...... _ .__ 213 218 233 30 3.o 3.0 2 3O 3.2

WM18.98884M 4Jon," 1887.68W. 1676 6944 38014436 6866064d44

TWO A.9. Pent,,,,, not n1 W bC7, ICm .d ..8t1ple Jobh6cdece by sex, not * w ondly c81W

7060 M0. Won,

I1 In7 3m 1087 388 3887

NOT IN THE LABOR FORCE

T00.8 M k66. 465f04 ______________ 65836 68.604 23.447 23*680 4.6 42.216
8.8 8d"M 6 It8 687 73N 78 1232

- 46 311 258 673 1SO I3
Am 88=7 432 4w 5 o 88

MULTIPLE JOBEHOLDERS

TPWa Wd _ 7.2-3= 73463 4.008 4.123 36.436 340P63485
0 6

8806.o84s3.4. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 8.9 8* 9 5.6 8.9 5*

PMe."jb k _ .5 OM M . 47 2 4ts3 LS2 2584 1.74 130P6*61867848888861My3116.468633.619 ~~~~~~1.314 1.437 533 447 'AM goP65s'y*84o~~~~~~.86y~~~*4*.i88,6 ~~~~242 gm8 162 683 53 67
Ho~~~~~~ewenph owsr~~~~~~~~~~~~147 __ In "a c 3D Go s

16516167481616076086867617jNOTE.77 I 6 848 90.dt 888 680db 638 .

ct~~~~~~~~~1 rdk c1c - pd _ soo A. .e 0hlbhos.y

~ 63338361 88'06* 66*4. Go -a~ Go180 62n18o88 836 6806684 8o6314.il6180 88l4,4
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ESTAMILIOIT DATA ESTA8HMT DATA

To. B-IF. Em.4_ - a p819M by WbdW8

ahto98"

-- - - I M - 4 - I 04mm"98.48
TW441 9 7 It97[ Ao7 1 19S 1A 97 1A-1 , Y 18419.

ji99j19? _ 197ji9m ,j, 1997 o z I87j97187j.1997

Tood...................-...........-.111.733 17.111 122.213 122.233 119.193 121.511 121"54 122.226 122.421 122.470

TOod p84.2 101.453 i22.409 103.990 103.731 102.433 102=.9 10226 102.417 102.694 1022.71

owftjm ~ _______- - 24.902 25.018 24.9166 25.22 24.49B 24.59 24.722 24.714 24.659 24.751

La"40 594 996 584 882 574 573 87 574 573 571~~~~~~ 92~~~~~~~~~~~~5.5 00. 52.0 54,9 54 54 84 54 54 54
99,8 GM. 92.0 91.2 96 9 93 92 SI 0 91

OPw o .k 322.0 32012 3241 3223 318 319 221 320 320 319
No 940400.818.acol kmb.86...... 110.9 111.9 112.2 112.1 122 157 196 196 109 107

Co.2,,goo8 ... .. ........... ....... - 5.787 5.829 5.944 5,974 5.433 5.529 5.9 9.62 2 ,6 5.92 5SAM
G"0.i56.9bLD& rC108. .....-.... 1.321.9 1W.327 1,3852 1,385.2 1.281 1.27 1.32 1.302 1.8 1.387
FIao 8589od^ 8. WMV22 8... 48.0 819.0 82712 835.7 774 767 m 709 78 79
Sp908108929159059…MM2.5973 3.8712 3.751.8 3.709.1 3.398 3.35 3.551 3.554 3.555 3.592

84904.. 49 18.577 18.809 18.404 18.964 18.481 18.495 12.496 19.518 18.501 18.541
P,084.10. .d0 12.847 12.968 12.709 12.911 12.749 12.774 12.790 12.791 12.781 12.811

D2 bg.506504 .... - .... 0. 10.554 10.822 10.998 10.788B 10.85 10.85 10.891 10.901 10.851
P.Md40 o4. . . ... 7XI8 7.5 7.413 7.524 7.399 7.440 7,454 7.468 7.475 7.521

10L 8894 .004 po.0 U.............. . 759.7 807,8 857.7 814.8 783 799 922 797 797 7M
F-f49,.4 a fLhoo -......... ...... 5601 501.3 222.1 502,0 502 we2 SW9 0 50 5 S 005
SWW1 Z9. -M 19890849019. 552. 550.1 549.7 552.2 540 541 540 538 541 540
pl511lyn60Ih105.9 711.9 711.5 7802.7 717.1 712 710 709 709 709 717

ft0 50009 94 but919 slolp41c 242.0 2268. 235.3 240.3 (1) (1) (I) (I) (I) (I)
F85466 MW98440 Ph.-M 1.452.2 1,479. 1.452,8 1.470.4 1.451 1.498 1.409 1.470 1.469 1.470
58i 8y 6d 19*nl88 2.9097 2.1832.5 42.8 2.157.7 2.114 2.142 2.148 2.152 2.122 Z.185

C9664A9 94 060. .* 118. 394.2 29112 393.8 395.3 394 375 378 378 291 395
EW.98o.0448cow91d '551.*Wo 16- 1.852 18654.7 1,851-5 1.893.? 1.84 1,543 1.544 1.851 1.955 LOSS5

E0180094c0.Vow5812.849.0962249 - 912.4 828.4 934.0 9318.9 812 818 922 829 833 939
TMI.P0.4.. wi00 .. ................. 1781,9 11031.9 1.SD.A 1,835.7 1.781 1.94 1.98 1.824 1.M2 1.849

UCotm seNhe. 944 0q~Ldp n.......... 985.8 97438 842.1 979.3 96 M0 M8 897 88 M7
Ak85 a p.9 ...................9 . 457.1 503.7 007.9 511.2 455 495 496 585 015 814

900100880944Mated9 p.89Xt1 855. 859. 859. 858.1 822 95 854 SW80 857 855
Mf68s 000 mmfa188tft8 387.5 258.1 381.7 '398.0 399 298 287 389 389 397

N0.A.Mb goods- .~. .- 7.774 7.95 7.906 1.95 1.973 7.093 7.4 7.85 7.00 7.597
8,0o04.s.80- 9. .. . 5.459 5.341 5.259 5A07 S.38 5.34 5.3 83 5 838 2.39

F9d94944981dp0909.O . ....- 1.785.8 1,88.4 1.715. 1,78112 1.685 1.699 1.693 1.692 109 1.881
To5~9......P..--.-- 40.2 37.7 37,8 3912 40 41 41 41 4 1 39
T0498 968.5d409... .... .-.......----- 024.8 811.7 602.7 807A4 851 809 809 807 857 804
A98944W4W W.11.019 P.04o ....0..... 859.0 82313 72235 902.2 857 852 81e 818 810 609
Papw and08W4 p,.09 ..0........... . ... 685. 6886 677.5 897.7 978 677 877 970 674 875
P*" .8480092p 9 . .......- 1.535 1.549.7 1.5471? 1.547,0 1.037 1.541 1.548 1.450 1.49 1.54
Ch-k.1b 9449584p80049a.. ....... - 8=.03, 1,032,9 1.027,8 1,220.5 1 = 1.029 IAM 1,027 120 M I m5
P81440... M4 008 8~.M40 14.2 140.5 1411 141.5 142 140 139 139 15 139
RAW 0.44084- pt10k88104901 59713 998.7 87613 9921 93 969 089 989M 965 991

U.#. VW %am 9810..........-.. 8. S". 96.7 90.9 95 95 83 82 80 90

S.440.97849x 08.-.…..... ..... . 94,80 9.093 97.23 97.011 95.515 972084 97,132 97.342 97.725 87.719

T.80P0t699W0 P.44 .9988..ft -- .293 8.485 6.433 9.27 6299 6.421 9.431 8.434 SAN5 9.28
Tmmnpoftao ...... ........ ......... 4,043 4.213 4.178 4.028 4.075 4.170 4.187 4.123 4.210 4.057

FM.W t041599 ..... ......... -. 232.2 229.9 230.5 22893 230 225 228 230 220 229
L0001 0448.18808588p08881590 394.0 4591 398.0 354,8 448 422 458 457 493 488
ThCkWV W -l.0968 .h....... 1.8779 1.559.9 1,708.3 1,729.1 1.856 1.678 1.897 1,6865 1.53 9.705
We MP~W M 519125............. 1918" 15410 188.5 1892 174 177 179 170 178 181
TMV.Wn y1,132.5 1.190A4 1,197.4 1,030.5 1.134 1.182 1.182 1.192 1.196 1*5
P01498.850

8
81909i

8
9.,......-. 14? 1415 14.6 14.9 14 14 14 14 14 14

TM.o.qUoS 8848 ....-.-....- 4202 437.1 439.9 440,8 415 435 434 439 437 439
CW001990- NW 944 p.8 00954 ---.... 2.240 52252 2.257 2.21 2.224 2.242 2.244 2.241 2.243 2.23

CWMMN405.0............. 1,325 1,375.9 1,380.0 1,379.5 1,344 J"36 1,7 1,37 11374 1,371
E988019 g0.& 844 8900Ay seo .--. 897.8 679.6 87713 875.4 SO 880 87 972 an M96 968

9014609.598...... .......... .531 6.90 9.709 9.707 9.497 SAM2 8,93 9.939 9.064 9.57
DW095g084 -- -=351 293 295 367 3.811 3 90 3.509 3.917, 3.22 285

8481.50958 00~~~~~~~~ -. 2.722 2~~~~~.73 2.4 2.7 I 2.691 2.73 2.721 Z.717 2._3 22

S"09.066 SI90d 84401.0
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ESTABLISH1ENT DATA ESTABLUSHMEM DATA

Tnbl. B-1. Empire 08 911d819 pa998710 by 9b4.y - C-ti..d

- 11 68,.oooslyo5 td = esonv0=

1040.1 .98 y ark. 17 .1 y 1 1 ,Oyd

1997 997P IMP I M 1 897,19741979197

Rated td.0........... 21.870 2220 22.282 22.350 21.692 22,029 22.029 22.079 22,150 22.181
Bd.g90110t.dft.919149810.W .61pft 917.4 973.1 904.4 952.0 896 931 932 928 D 930
G -811 81896188d1. 81899 . ....... . 2.898.7 2.739.7 2.752.9 2.781.0 2.737 2.799 2.797 2.798 2.900 2.92

Dalpa091419. . ... .. . ............ 2 9.38 2400.2 2.419.4 2.439.8 2.401 2.444 2.452 2.400 2.481 2.471
99od0s0198.........................3.461.4 3.510.5 3.5240 301I7.9 3.445 3.480 3.482 3.487 3.002 3.101
A8.011101. .41.181180*.1400118 2.3109 2,3318.7 2,347.1 2,3533 2.29 2.319 2.315 2.315 2.318 2.35

NaeW aa48 ce, dulle ... 1,943.3 1,008.8 1.060.1 1,062.4 1.038 1.050 1.094 1.059 1.000 1.00
A0988-1 W 809-198W ............. 1.099.2 1.00882 1.087.1 1.096.4 1.101 1.109 1.000 1.097 1,090 1.086
F.""'.,d h h11h0p1a9o,1 . .........89 805 1.024.4 1.031.9 1,030.4 994 1.02 1.032 1.034 1,041 1.945
E.W.099 d.90 0494118 ............. .... 7.713.0 7W.031 7,79893 7,026.8 7.510 7,571 7.972 7.09 7.632 7.622

8884.8801.--408918.o ........ 2,003.7 2.779.2 2.775.8 2,785.8 2.725 2.798 2.806 2.825 2.828 2.840

F--49. I- -,68.40.4 mlet. .. ....... 6.999 7.099 7.145 7.100 6.9i7 7.018 7.02 7.034 7.054 7.060
Fi9 ................... 3X33 3,413 3.427 3.438 3,313 3.381 3.399 3.394 3.401 3,411
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE CAROLYN B. MALONEY

Mr. Chairman, with these monthly hearing on the Employment
Situation we have thankfully been receiving excellent news each month.
Even with the slight fluctuations, our economy is the envy of most of the
rest of the world especially when it comes to the number of people here
who are on a payroll because they are able to find jobs. It is a credit to
this Administration that the employment of our citizens has been both a
concern and a success.

Yet while we celebrate the excellent figures, we still need to be
concerned with the pockets of unemployment which still exist in this
country, in both geographical and sociological terms. We must find out
WHERE there are still problems with job creation, and WHO is still not
able to get a job, even with this strong economy. It is this reason that I
look forward to these monthly hearings where we can determine the
answers to these questions.

In New York City where my district is located, for example, we
have had an unemployment rate almost twice the level of the national
average. Certainly many of the new jobs have been created within the
many industries which are based in New York, but somehow there are
people who have not been able to take advantage of these growing
industries. Our next step should be to determine how we can best get
these people into the Labor Force.

While the unemployment rate is still at its lowest point in over 24
years, the rate of job growth has slowed a bit in recent months. This
takes on added concern when we consider that this month Welfare
Reform officially takes effect. As each state implements its own version,
we must find ways to understand the impact these programs have on the
economy as a whole and employment in particular. I hope the Labor
Department will be able to take into account this new environment and
be able to tell us the factor they will play in the unemployment picture in
this country.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I look forward to the testimony of
the witness.
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Honorable James Saxton
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

At the Joint Economic Committee hearings on September 5 you
requested an historical series for real usual weekly
earnings of full-time wage and salary workers. I have
enclosed a table with these data, from the Current
Population Survey, going back to 1979, the first year for
which comparable information is available. The table
contains data in current dollars and constant dollars (using
both 1982 and 1996 as a base) for men and women separately
and for both sexes combined. Generally speaking, median
weekly earnings of men (adjusted for inflation) declined
slightly over the period and that for women rose slightly.
Median earnings for both sexes combined rose from 1980 to
1987, declined over the next 4 years, and has been
relatively stable during the 1990s. There does not appear
to be any clear relationship between the real earnings
figures shown in the table and the business cycle. For
example, real earnings did not grow consistently over the
long expansion of the mid-to-late 1980s, and have not grown
over the current expansion.

I hope this information is useful to you. Please let me
know if you have any additional questions on these data, or
have your staff contact Philip Rones, Assistant Commissioner
for Current Employment Analysis, on 202--606-6378.

Sincerely yours,

KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM
Commissioner

Enclosure
BLS OEUS: Rones/lwx6378: Typed:9-16-97 '; 64I3ti

cc: Gen. File, Comm.R.F., Abraham, Exec.--4ee., Orr, Rones,
R.F., Chron File



Median usual weekly eamninp of fl-time wage and salary workers, annual averages 19796

Both sexes Men Women
Current Constant Constant Current Constant Constant Current Constant ConstantYear dollars (1982)doliln (1996)dollars dollars (L982) dollar (1996)dollars dollars (1982)dollars (1996)dollars CPI-U

1979 $240 $319 $519 $291 $387 $629 $182 $242 $393 72.61980 $261 $306 $497 S312 $365 $594 $201 $235 $383 82.41981 $283 $300 $488 $339 $560 $585 $219 $232 $378 90.91982 $302 $302 $491 $364 $364 $592 $238 $238 $387 96.51983 $313 $303 $493 $378 $366 $595 $252 $244 $397 99.61984 $326 $303 $492 $391 $363 $590 $265 $246 S400 103.91985 $343 $308 $500 $406 $364 $592 $277 $248 5404 107.6
1986 $358 $315 $513 $419 $369 $600 $290 $255 $415 109.61987 $373 $317 $515 $433 $368 $598 $303 $257 $418 113.6
1988 $385 $314 $522 $449 $366 $596 $315 $257 $418 118.3
1989 $399 $311 $505 $468 $364 $592 $328 $255 $415 124.0
1990 $412 $304 $495 $481 $355 $577 $346 $255 $415 130.71991 $426 $302 $491 $493 $349 $568 $366 $259 $422 136.2
1992 $440 $303 $492 $501 $345 $560 $380 $261 $425 140.3
1993 $459 $307 $498 $510 $341 $554 $393 $262 $427 144.51994 $467 $304 $494 $522 $340 $553 $399 $260 $422 148.21995 $479 $303 $493 $538 $341 $554 $406 $257 $418 152.41996 $490 $301 $490 S557 $343 $557 $418 $257 $42 156.5

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics. Current Population Survey
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Honorable Carolyn D. Maloney
House of Representatives
Washington. D.C. 20515

Dear Congresswoman Maloney:

At the September 5 hearing of the Joint Economic Committee, you
asked the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) about the collection
of job vacancy data.

As I stated at the hearing, BLS conducted a very limited job

vacancy survey from 1969 through 1973. Our most recent
experience with this type of survey was acquired from two pilot

studies--one carried out in 1979-80, the second in 1990-91--on
the feasibility of collecting job vacancy information by

occupation. I have enclosed two articles from the Monthly Labor

Review that describe these pilot studies. From them, we learned
that, from an operational viewpoint, collecting job vacancy
information at the national level or by State is feasible but

relatively costly. Based on the pilot study done in the early

1990s, the cost of collecting national data on vacancies by

occupation was estimated to be $11 million per year, and the cost

today presumably would be higher. Obtaining data for States and

substate areas, the levels at which job placement and training
programs operate, would be far more expensive.

I am concerned that a survey with a national design would not
provide the kinds of information that State and local governments

would find useful for program planning and evaluation. Further.

even if we had the funding to collect data on occupational
vacancies in local areas, understanding these data and using them

to make judgments that would assist job placement programs could

prove extremely difficult. I must tell you that this is not an

area in which BLS has expertise or experience. If a vacancy data

collection effort were to be undertaken, it might be best to

begin by conducting pilot surveys on job vacancies in a small
number of local areas to assess the quality and usefulness of
such information.

With regard to the more general question of the types of jobs

found in the economy, you may be interested to know that the

Bureau's Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) survey recently
has been expanded- This survey of about 400,000 business
establishments per year will provide detailed estimates of
occupational employment by industry, and--available for the first
time later this year--national data on median wages for over
700 occupations. Subsequently, employment and wage data also
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OCT 7 W-1

will be produced for States, Metropolitan Statistical Areas, and
balance of State (non-metropolitan) areas--a total of about SOO
areas in all. We are excited about the useful information the
OES will be providing and expect to announce the schedule for
publication of this information in the not-too-distant future.

One of the principal uses of our OES data is as an input to the
BLS employment projections program, which provides a useful
perspective on the labor market of the future. Zvery 2 years,
the Bureau's Office of Employment Projections updates a set of
economic and employment projections. I have enclosed the
November 1995 Monthly Labor Review. which contains five articles
presenting the latest forecasts to the year 2005. A table
showing projections for specific occupations begins on page 64.
An updated set of projections will be published later this year.

I hope you find this information useful. If I can provide
further assistance to you, please let me )mow. Philip Rones,
Assistant Commissioner for Current Employment Analysis, on
202-606-6378, would be happy to answer any followup questions for
your staff concerning the enclosed materials.

Sincerely yours,

KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM
Commissioner

Enclosures
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sults indiate that the optimal prnedure would be to
replac onveighth of the simple exch quarter. Howevr.
it should be noted that. while pilot esidence dam aug.

got that the recommended amvey design could man.
taiD adequate rtponre ate, the scame has not bad
a hfll Id test.

Clef enuideradons A til-le national survey is ai-
mated to cest betwen 25 and S30 million. This clt.
mate perans to a Faeral.State cooperative statistial
progrm which would quartely job openings
ad new hir dasa in tandont with the monthly labor
tunover information. and provide pobilshabl estimates
of job openings by Sta for all oipeation with at
least 500 openings. National watautnti would be pusibh.
able i considerable occuptional and industrial detail
The required sample mr. the specal problem of dcalhg
with smaller Sims, and optimsl collaction metheds were
tiaen into account in developing the cost estimate.

A national sivewy apable of producing occupational
cetins-t, at the State led would requite a my larga
sple: about 217SA tunits, or beanaw 4.00 and
6.m pet State. The simpla used in the pilot tesu
(1.200 units per Satel could provide eatimat with
sm1 rdative erots only for total lCUrent job openings

and for the largst etimating ails. Mont dealied ad-
maim had very high sampling erom Much lae sum-
pes would be required ao prdusce reliable rtatistic on
the osimbhr of unfillod jopb by oeeupadon.

Deause the job openings rate in fims with fwe
than 250 employ asw about 50 pecent higher than
in larger fit considerable resour and effot shiold
be eapend to olieilt the partiipation of snallnirm in
the survey. Additionally. high weghts sscinated with
the rmalkn irms in the pilot tete as tima sresulted in
large onnbera of e timated openings from a few to

pets, while the majority of small An rord no
openings. This. in tura. runhed in high variance. The
implication fer a fullscale survey is that small Sins

should be sampled mor hasily to imp establishment
*wgish *r low t pOWil

And fdnelly, the pilot trets Indated that the tel

a'

phone should be uied for soliitation of participation.
data collcv from small As (abous a third of the
sample. and follow-up of nonraodents. Tdephone
"mtucd is much more expasuve than we of the mals.
but bemase repraantatie of small Arss toud to rely
O0 m0mory. strict adherene to a clmpr*tted schedule
is esentisi. This also mtan that a relatively large State
stag would be required to complete the cl1i in the ab.

sica of toedmnlgicd enhancements such as computer.
assisted telephone interviewing.

A cormprelsie repon about the pilot study ap

pcsn in L Plunkert. Job Oimhrp Ai Phi m a ns: Final
AJt, National Tahnisal loformution Se Spring-

fidd. Vs. 22151. 1981 (Pb. 11.228538). 53350. 0
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Tbe Employee Tumover
and Job Openings Survey

Richard M. Devess Jr.

Insufficient mon of - M In
somse ocenpatins bhave long boan sc-
ognised as potential boulenecks in the
economy. As a pawtial solution, a
longstanding polic gives immigration
prefearce to workers with specifil
shills that a*e difficult to obtain in the
domestic labor matrus. The prnoess of
Identifying ouch worken is cumber-
some. however. becase tertifications
at done on a etasby-ease bass. In
order to Improve the prec ds Im-
migration Act of ISX autorzcd te
Deparunet of labor to tests program
that woul preo oen thebasis of
labor maet information. oceupaioens
with shoatage of Wukem.T Semnat
Conunimee on Appropeiations, in do
approprio for tbe Departent of
Labor fer fiscal year 199t (HRL 2990)
also direted the Deportment to e-

ark fimds to ldelop a medhodol-
oa to annually identify national labor
shon9nw

The Employment and Training Ad-
miniatration. in response to tdme man-
dates. commissioned the Employee
Turnover and Job Openings Survey to
evaluate tie possbillty of collecting
data on job openings, smover. and
marginal wages.1 In tie opinion of
many labor markct analysts. such de-
mand-side data ate imprtant compo-
nents for determining which oc-
eupstions have laiber hortages.

The issues thie data could adres
go beyond abbr shortage caetrs For
example, many economists believe that

aldhd 04. Coor. I, .on- --. ._

w t "W o e.. Oooo of t . Se -s kt

structural dhange Is a I ant de-
t ian r of th unemploym cs ra.
na M. do aempcomu baa

gradually risen om dme. in put be-
cams a growing mimthealjt be-
t*eCD d shllouemlydws eod
and the skill requirements of v t
jobs. TIe mismatch is due principally
to an itncrose in dhe rate of change in
the industrial comstion of empl-

-L Such canbe Wenequanti-
find by the analysis of job openings
and umnover dam In dhe sus way
that national vacancy dat could help
economists undetfand the _urc of
fluctuations in the agareaustsnploy-
moor tar information on job on.
sop by regio or Sut would be helpful
for dendlyiog the dores of regiona
variatios in unemployment and for
undranding pt at migratlon.

Aas of dick Potentalutility. pub
lie policymahem and rensatch econo-
mists have often cited t need for the
government to collect statssties on job
openings, along with the informion
on turnover of employces and duration
of vacancies needed to mate me -
ful unlys of thosn aatissics. In 1962.
thd Ptesident's Coramne ato Apposite
Employment ad rnemployment Sr-
dsils noted that one of the most be-
quendy mentioned suggestions for
improving tDe body of laor nurskt
knowledge was instituting a ag
onjob vacancy statistics.' In IS79. de
National Commission on Employment
and Unemployment Staistis rw-
nized the conceptual appel of dant on
job vacanies, but. purely on consider-
adons of cost recommended against
establishing tuch a program' More
recently. In 1989. Profossor Sar
Leyltan. who chaired the National
Commission. wrote in a report to the
Jint Economic Cotminel. 'An on-
ging suvey of job openings could
shed light on the availability of jobs

for thde srreerrally onemployed and
provide a dtmety watning of economic
do mau. Levian tdhn htwever
rstmteddatthtte ollection ofd jsi-
ally tI vacney data .ned en-
MDsiIaIl difficulty adcepons.

S5rvey purp osd dededn
Conducted as a pilot psrject fton, latc
I9O to mid-1991S the Employee Tii-
over and Job Openings Survey iought
to deerme whether advance data

lltion technologies and a specific
legislative mand_ to produce data
r laudrote ont l bhoeshrtag eneld
land to a cost-effective statistical pron
gr ' Ihe data obtained from the swur
vay would of eeun, be of interest.
but the main puposes of the pronect
- to amms the dam conmepat and

method and to estimat doe costs of
impleticrng a fun-wale srey On
done dtnl level

The survey provided the daun to de-
velop two direc m of dt e diffi-
culty employenr found in hiring
prospactive employnewt di duration of
exig job openings and the sicney
fil tatte (th number of De, hirs in a
mont divided by dte numher of jobs
open a the end of thtt mont). Efo-
nome theory also suggests thai short-
P In ompetidve markat will he

accompado& t e mrgin, by dising
agsp rherchav, dam wen colected

on the wagvn of new hires-die wages
most directy affected by mastet eon-
ditions. Data on earations was col-
lected to allow the information on job
openings to be undenstood more coo-
pleuly in relasion M tunover in an

-ao
The operatiooal definitions of job

openIngs and unover used in thessr-
vqy were designed as measures ose-
cific activities. Job openings were
vacatt jobs for witd thera hod been
ati recruitig and in which week

- MkyLabor Red. trr4 1992 29
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couldbe Immadidly. The i-
of -ew b ans d _dsgrsaio

micldedd ubul-oIMI evanSt, aUCI -
tempory laytf or abm, thes-
An Inatd a perm a ent sms
amnd sw hose Newhmu wag s

of; p oldred during; do _-d
.ma didlaiicas of job oaings

sepdsmues. nawbiba. ad e s
wsge nod in the survey wepa
in lhs box an Ibh pp.

,hd - thC laestiumaWum -o
doc nt dmL Mm fia insII amt
reflected input from focas poupe
umwfrcau die bsinean cmmunsty
and b_ results of a field preicaL The
palt -Vey coverd only Cight indus
aim am Arm mabh mao nouttunx
W-y VWo Each induisay-spocific

q eeptind a cojitadnd cc-
,upaticohi arns which Inclde all

orcups s mNl formg t oU.25
pomof tow Wand"u empo~ymenL

Data colletio
Dam collection activitss began oa
O b 1,90 with an opeadeos
est-a preliminary cm to bSWhow ibe

anrey would be carred ut in pese-
dct -on IOD esgabllshmnse After In-
CXporao "ytMM sod PmCDUedr

qM g ntod bypdammnila
of die opeax lost ismO the data * ld-
lectira mugy. suqy staff in Ie on.
boom oftice zmenocd toll-sampl
oeaio in Decem 1990 Data
wet adhered via de iasil. with 14l-
low-up by rD and cmputer-assisted
atlephome iTniviewsk Telepboe boer-
viers w also used to awn the in-

rmuanl retstc of rislonirn
received by MaiL

The dat watt collected In the to.
t-°ims of sPoscmaely l.m aneb-
lishments each. The rotation plan
moltad in a unIL being in ample fe I
montr. out of asoml for 2 mortds.
and in sample ain fbr I Mnth. The
memhs for wdch data ama collected

w-so Novmber 1990 breugb Apdl
1991. November. December. rnd Jmln-
Wy Mrde up die fM rodou through
dw enslrewnaple. and lsoy.,Much
and Aptil made up te secnd. 3.-

_pem o wrtd higher n t secon
tubdoo. a inarnviawers b m
axpeienced and d re

fibe m om reed. The second
rrc yieold a usable responsa tat,
of 75 p e an 70 percen in die
fnl

3-Ihl ad analysi

The cusea finding of the suvey wan
dht doe cllection O dst oc job Open-
1ng and emplryin Osroo'a readn a

diclt ad abor-intensive midsriak-
mple VoctaL this ceonfma die find-
sag otfier irat.hlog llm cf
heJabOpbdnl Pilot P mogtan ;issued

in lI!9 Based ao rIsulTI of die
-Vey, fai-teals propsm to pro.

aa wiee cala. dbs demand-
,adc dte rd for ann anslyses
of ocoupom experienczg a labor

Ddm
Zqwmi~e. 5spiarao ms uua l otmpymis t~patninn or .Ii..
p wokers initad by eithdr tbse mdere M m co eproyr.
liclodad urn Ise-aduivim
* Qsu * T rnasy lyoh s(andr 30 days)
*LAya of mm rea 30 days * Wuadm as sam
* Dbnei. fo c-m, * O0de contitams and caunsi
* laitausat *wadmis bow atmpaeuay-titp
* Umaibara~d abovaces Mor m argend

thn I week

* TInfa, to
asudbllshmems ofdcomgy

* Pmn atims due to

New L&sM New Idasinclude all waam ommpamy additiosm to1 bcwork
fomc of lb stmablishment.

Ioded WC ktoded :
* Trandfes btn other O abiflb * Recall bulm tampary Wyeas

-um cic comny * New Miss who have not yta
* wouur who ma belaWv ad tap e to Work

who _a rin the , * Waimae sat bun 31km
Duadd coualmlits

New-i, wae.: 7b raew-hire wFagsdit v. s (mm)b beady #gs which
raw employas ware bled dutins mout Ir s was eoly asnea bits
during lbe mba. do wagr Ietbp nwas dtew bles wits ranc paid

boiay wag (for exaple ay Wn pMid Weky. biwwhly. Iuy, or
asoaly). l m wat ne as m1o-t a bohotdy rae by asin ibm
saliy paid do now ets dafti a pay pried by b ecaduld hous for do

clded Eseamdet we:
* Soight-- wa or salay * TiP
* lacianlym peymPV (for tastuple, * Psm pay tar ovsrtifo. holidays.

pwmk rats and eosaululaMona or sbif wh
* Cmof-ivg paym Lamp pay

ab spot : Jlbsur open If work a bav -nd itsasdisiely or doing
1k gpay period aid if active recialdig Mwkm barn -tuide 1"9011,1s-
mm took pdaco. Aohdwtsltm(r omanifoo to 11 openings tOmag means

sub ha ltings with pdast or public q mor Xbl pamment ntie.. beip
w adyave g =sAu Peuram. o wrbt w applcmui.

ama Decoded ac:
* Fellr anr positions Jdos i be Moed by ikalls kem
* Tqp y psll-s _tagay layoffs and win-

issablibM Wandfars. psanailon.
apnd demem

Dwationcloeaigr& Tbodurastkmo(jehapied istbdclosn thdderin
Ik. thajeb et 1ha be uile Tbh duration -u e w rleswir
d.2 wash.- 214 to ., sad -motos ib 4 .wea
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-- W m a coodned by do b y mt.,. ande In do elgindurleu sueyed.
usJ kr a SI-4512 -'l- a yo. ealmlatim of waga odc s d- mm Wm ameious Opening in dw

1b pas q die sey m urd pay ec would od abe a& - am e 04ambe 19&-im-
evaluate by a u seuuyuts SW drs~ad dinin dle i0lmniof a my 1991) in profeenional sad telini
soy. cy hue Apellthiu-gpi lze a f* eDale penpim. cal. ie ae d and rued
199. The myom anabsis mowy AdN=g ab W1my abJinel of jobs. (SW be 1.) In di aetmd ra-
fnd s *a srauandal maoity df e Emphe yee TurnowaudJob qpen- do. kmy 1991-iAlu 1992).dce

sooadeoin used paa olar payroll Insp Surwe)' were to muea die melba- wan a nantcally uipilkasn deceause
Ieade o e primary e of it n. cal hunlblsly sad esiadmte te coot of in job opentings moo da, production

frunmeoo Ms coplts Employee, conducilng a t~al-scale progasm it and roted ojobs. This diIft may reflec
Trovr Wad Job Op0np Suvey. ykeled seltalal zrnuha for a a sis. ma*oa_ factms. is t .een. or
As a muli. doze war no umaor yelb- s-well.The followfng avaniew oftdc cycflco developmnents. The asuffy was
lems wihb ft validily of duo dam findiv permits aul on die awe- ceodassed Is die agodof aetcssa
wbeher fleemd by Dl or by com- Sgeo d ea iSMgoa nduasies dec sulted Is a ,hrp adk oo is
pD itd i- -0 bcir.a hl - wen selected hr So any and employnem t v of do *
hOg Mh" ioes of multiple do Morefloct e- hr dp endee am Included Is fe smmple ihese de-

ee peiods. the aetreatm of eo . cam M" lute c0;d he of
_____________________________ k~~GP-np puriculaftrpodwioijoks.

which mad la b cycliclly mss.
Tablal1. Sobeod ~ab es onm eploy..limnameraidob op1bae mby Alargamunadrorfiuollmalingdoes
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